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Oversight heAriNg ON the bOArd Of 
veterANs’ AppeAls ANd AppeAls 

MANAgeMeNt ceNter

thursday, May 5, 2005

(1)

U.S. HoUSe of repreSentativeS,
SUbcommittee on DiSability aSSiStance anD
 memorial affairS,
committee on veteranS’ affairS,

Washington, D.C.

    the subcommittee met, pursuant to notice, at 10:30 a.m., in room 
334, Cannon House Office Building, Hon. Jeff Miller [Chairman of 
the subcommittee] presiding.
    present:  representatives miller, Berkley, udall, moran, and ev-
ans.

OpeNiNg stAteMeNt Of chAirMAN Miller

    mr. miller. Good morning, everybody.  we will call the hearing to 
order.  the ranking member is on her way, as is mr. evans.  But in 
view of the fact that we are at 10:30, a little bit past, i would like to 
go ahead and start the hearing to receive testimony on the policy and 
operational issues facing the Board of Veterans’ appeals and the ap-
peals management Center.
    there are some serious backlog issues, i think as everybody rec-
ognizes, at the Board and at the amC.  and i look forward to better 
understanding what the department is doing and intends to do to 
make the appeals process more efficient for veterans and other ben-
eficiaries.
    When a claimant disagrees with a decision by a VA regional office 
or medical center, he or she has the right to appeal that decision.  
the number of appeals continues to increase, and unfortunately 
some claimants wait several years before a final decision is made on a 
claim.  one purpose of our hearing this morning is to determine areas 
to shorten or shave off, if you will, time on those delays.
    among the questions i hope that we will address today:  is the 
system itself too cumbersome procedurally?  is additional staff going 
to solve the problem?  as many of you are aware, this committee rec-
ommended in its fiscal year 2006 budget views and estimates an ad-
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ditional $6 million, for another 50 ftes for the Board.  is the backlog 
a symptom of the way claims are being filed or claims filing behavior, 
and therefore resistant to any improvement efforts?
    i am also interested in knowing how BVa and the amC set perfor-
mance goals and objectives, and how those goals may be met.
    i welcome all of our witnesses who are here today. i look forward 
to your comments and suggestions for improving the accuracy and 
disposition times of appeals.
    and i would like to recognize our ranking member, ms. Berkley, 
for an opening statement.

OpeNiNg stAteMeNt Of hON. shelleY berkleY

    ms. Berkley. thank you very much.  i do want to thank the chair-
man, Chairman miller, for holding this hearing to review the opera-
tions of the Board of Veterans’ appeals and the appeals management 
Center.
    My Las Vegas office -- that’s my congressional district -- is assisting 
-- we have many, many requests for help in this area.  i have the fast-
est-growing veterans population, and there are a lot of outstanding 
claims out there.
    we are currently assisting a Gulf war veteran who has numerous 
medical conditions and has been waiting for a decision on his appeal 
since 1999.  this is six years that this veteran has had to wait to hear 
a yes or a no.  i think veterans deserve to have their claims decided in 
a fair and consistent and timely manner.
    every claim that could be granted, in my opinion, should be grant-
ed.  denial of a claim should occur only after the facts have been fully 
developed and when the law doesn’t support an award of benefits.  I 
am also very concerned with the wide variation in decisions made by 
regional offices across the country that I understand takes place.
    Data from the regional offices and the board suggest that the deci-
sions made are highly accurate.  however, this is inconsistent with 
my experience in my office and inconsistent with the low percentage 
of appeals which are upheld by the board and the court.  nevada has 
the third-highest reversal rate in the country, and that is a very big 
concern for me.
    i hope today’s witnesses will give us a better understanding of the 
rationale for the wide discrepancies. too many veterans contact my 
office with concerns that reveal errors in their claims for benefits, 
and Committee staff during site visits to regional offices have found 
missed opportunities for the VA to award benefits.
    i am also concerned about the number of remands which have 
been languishing in the system for years, and in some cases, although 
rare, decades.  what actions can the Va take to identify cases which 
have been pending for an extraordinary period of time to thoroughly 
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review and finally resolve them?
    there must be X number of cases that we just need to get off 
the table.  would it be possible for the Va to conduct a study of the 
hundred oldest claims pending remanded claims, and to provide the 
Committee with a summary of the problems which are identified as 
contributing to the delay?
    it seems patently unfair and almost unconscionable that we are 
putting our veterans in this position.  and if they don’t deserve to 
have their claims taken care of, then let’s get them off the table.  if 
they do, let’s grant them and get these veterans the help and the care 
that they need.
    i hope that you are going to be able to answer my questions.  i am 
sure you will.  and i want to thank you, again, for being here.  we 
appreciate your service.  and i am most anxious to hear your testi-
mony.
    mr. miller. mr. evans.
    mr. evanS. i have no remarks, mr. Chairman.
    mr. miller. mr. udall?
 

OpeNiNg stAteMeNt Of hON. tOM UdAll

    mr. UDall. thank you, mr. Chairman.  and thank you for holding 
this important hearing today on oversight of the Board of Veterans’ 
appeals and the appeals management Center.   as all of my col-
leagues do, i have numerous constituents with complaints pending 
at the Board of Veterans’ appeals.  the current average time it takes 
to have an appeal to claim adjudicated by the board is 2.7 years.  i 
am sure the panelists here today will agree that this is totally unac-
ceptable.
    i appreciate the efforts the department has made in the past few 
years to streamline appeals decisions and remands.  But clearly, 
more needs to be done.  in looking ahead at mr. Garvin’s written 
testimony, i see a list of goals to improve the accuracy and timeliness 
of disability, pension, education, and other claims.  i hope you will 
discuss in detail when you will achieve these goals.
    this is extremely important to my veteran constituents and their 
families, who expect me not only to help them navigate through the 
red tape, but to cut it down when sensible.  and i look forward to the 
testimony.
    thank you, mr. Chairman.  i yield back.
    mr. miller. thank you, mr. udall.
    i would like to remind everybody that this hearing is being broad-
cast live via the internet worldwide.  and also, to the members, you 
can go back and look in an archive section of our Committee website 
and actually access a recording of our prior Committee hearings as 
well.
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    So thank you to our first Committee witnesses at the table this 
morning.  members, i would like to introduce mr. ron Garvin, who 
is the acting Chairman of the Board of Veterans’ appeals.  he is ac-
companied today by mr. steven keller, senior deputy Vice Chairman 
of the Board.
    mr. Garvin was named acting director of the Board in october of 
2004, and was appointed by president Bush. previously, he served 
as the Board’s Vice Chairman.  following graduation from dickinson 
school of law in 1965, mr. Garvin joined the navy, and throughout 
his 26-year military career served as a prosecutor, a defense lawyer, 
trial and appellate judge.
    the other witness on this panel is mr. michael walcoff, associate 
deputy under secretary for field operations at the Veterans Ben-
efits Administration.  Mr. Walcoff is accompanied by Ms. Renée Szy-
bala, director of Va’s Compensation and pension service, and mr. 
keith wilson, director of the appeals management Center.
    mr. walcoff began his career at Va in 1974 as a veterans claims 
examiner at the Philadelphia Regional Office and Insurance Center.  
he received a B.a. from american university and a J.d. from temple 
university school of law. he is currently responsible for the 57 re-
gional offices under the Veterans Benefit Administration, which has 
a workforce of 12,000.
    we will hold our questions, each of us, until each of you has had an 
opportunity to testify.
    mr. Garvin, please begin.

stAteMeNts Of rON gArviN, ActiNg chAirMAN,
    bOArd Of veterANs’ AppeAls, AccOMpANied bY
    steveN keller, seNiOr depUtY vice chAirMAN,
    bOArd Of veterANs’ AppeAls; ANd MichAel 
    WAlcOff, AssOciAte depUtY UNder secretArY
    fOr field OperAtiONs, veterANs beNefit AdMiN-
    istrAtiON, AccOMpANied bY reNÉe sZYbAlA, di-
    rectOr, cOMpeNsAtiON ANd peNsiON service, 
    veterANs beNefit AdMiNistrAtiON, ANd keith
    WilsON, directOr, AppeAls MANAgeMeNt ceNter

stAteMeNt Of rON gArviN

    mr. Garvin. Good morning, mr. Chairman.  it is a pleasure to dis-
cuss the operations of the Board of Veterans’ appeals with you, the 
members of the subcommittee, and your staff.
    The Board’s testimony before the Subcommittee on Benefits given 
in february of 1994 and June 1998 provide important background 
information.
    In fiscal year 1994, the Board issued about 22,000 decisions.  The 
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pending caseload stood at 47,000, and was on its way to 60,000.  our 
measure of timeliness then used, the average response time, was 781 
days.
    By fiscal year 1998, our timeliness had markedly improved, and 
our pending caseload was down to less than 30,000 cases.  we issued 
38,886 decisions, and we held 4,876 hearings.  appeals resolution 
time, the measure of time from the notice of disagreement until final 
decision on appeal, was 687 days.
    i am proud to report that since 1998, we have consistently im-
proved.  In fiscal year 2004, the Board issued 38,371 decisions, almost 
as many as were issued in 1998, and we conducted 7,259 hearings, 
which is a substantial increase from 1998.
    the appeals resolution time increased to 529 days. our cycle time, 
the time that it actually takes the Board to issue a decision, excluding 
the time the case is with the service organization representative, was 
98 days.  Cases pending at the end of 2004 stood at 21,430.  Signifi-
cantly, we accomplished these results with 440 fte.  that is 43 less 
than we had in 1998.
    these improvements over the past few years occurred in spite 
of several significant events, including the impact of the Veterans 
Claims assistance act of 2000 and the initiation and then the ter-
mination of the Board’s evidence development due to a decision in 
the united states Court of appeals for the federal Circuit entitled 
disabled american Veterans v. principi.
    we have received a lot of help in our success, including from the 
Congress, who has provided unqualified support for the appellate 
rights of veterans and their families; the veterans service organiza-
tions, who represent about 85 percent of the applicants; Va leader-
ship, that supports improvements in the appeals process to ensure 
that veterans receive timely and quality decisions; and the staff of 
the Board, including the veterans law judges, counsel, and adminis-
trative support staff.
    through their efforts, productivity has increased over historical 
levels by 20 percent for staff counsel and 25 percent for veterans law 
judges.  the number of hearings held has also increased, with video-
conference hearings nearly doubling since 1998.  finally, the average 
number of decisions per employee has increased from nearly 50 in 
1994 to 80.5 in 1998 and 87.3 in 2004.
    Two of the most significant and persistent challenges we face are 
eliminating avoidable remands, and increasing productivity to con-
tain and reduce the appellate backlog.
    in regard to remands, we know that veterans want a timely and 
correct decision on claims for benefits.  For the Board to do that, the 
record must contain all the evidence necessary to decide the claim 
and show that all necessary due process has been provided.  if the 
record does not meet those requirements and the benefits sought can-
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not be granted, a remand for further development is necessary.
    remands lengthen the appeals resolution time.  one remand adds 
about a year to the process.  remands also divert resources from pro-
cessing other claims and the appeals.
    We are working with Van Breda, Office of General Counsel, and 
Vha to identify and track root causes of remands and provide train-
ing, and ultimately to eliminate avoidable remands.  the results are 
already encouraging, with the remand rate for the first part fiscal 
2005 dropping to 42.6 percent, as compared to 56.8 percent in 2004.  
for february and march of this year, the remand rate was even low-
er, 38.4 percent, and it is trending downward.
    if nothing had been done, our backlog was projected to grow to un-
acceptable levels.  the Board’s backlog disposition time, the projected 
time it would take the Board, working at its current rate, to eliminate 
the backlog, would have increased from 170 days in 2004 to 391 days 
in 2006, and nearly 600 days by 2008.
    through incentives and sound management, we have beat our past 
projections, and we intend to do so this year. and we are going to do 
that by:
    eliminating avoidable remands by strengthening our intra-agency 
partnerships, that is, our joint training efforts with VBa, oGC, and 
Vha; by writing shorter, more concise decisions that are correct; by 
utilizing employee incentives, mentoring and training programs for 
all of our employees; by making use of overtime within existing re-
sources; and by increasing our use of paralegals for non-decisional 
support activities.
    we believe these measures will work to reduce the backlog and 
shorten the time it takes for a veteran to receive a well-reasoned 
Board decision.  already we have reduced the time it takes for an 
appeal to be finally resolved from 686 days in fiscal 1998 to 529 days 
in fiscal 2004.  Our decision quality has improved from 88.8 percent 
in 1998 to 93 percent in 2004, and our cycle time is a little over three 
months.
    in conclusion, we intend to continue working to develop new and 
creative solutions to the challenges we face in order to fulfill our stat-
utory mission, to hold hearings, and provide timely, high quality deci-
sions to our nation’s veterans and their families.
    i would be pleased to answer any questions for you or your col-
leagues, sir.
 
    [The statement of Ron Garvin appears on p. 29]
  
    mr. miller. thank you very much.  we will continue on with mr. 
walcoff.
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stAteMeNt Of MichAel WAlcOff

    mr. Walcoff. Chairman miller, members of the subcommittee, 
thank you for providing me the opportunity to appear before you to-
day to discuss the department of Veterans affairs’ appeals manage-
ment Center operations.
    my statement today is divided into two parts.  i will begin, as you 
have requested, by discussing VBa’s amC operation.  then i will 
briefly discuss the joint BVA/VBA remand reduction project.
    the appeals management Center was created in July 2003 to man-
age remands by the Board of Veterans’ appeals.  VBa determined 
that the best way to manage remand processing was to consolidate 
the responsibility to a single processing center where resources and 
expertise could be concentrated.
    the amC has complete authority to develop remands, reach deci-
sions based on additional evidence gathered, and authorize the pay-
ment of benefits.  If the AMC is unable to grant an appeal in full, 
the appeal is recertified to BVA for continuation of the appellate pro-
cess.
    the amC began receiving work from BVa in July of 2003.  the 
initial work coming to the amC consisted of two types of cases.  the 
first category of cases consisted of remands generated by BVA after 
July 2003.  the second category was comprised of those cases that 
were pending in BVa’s development unit at the time that the u.s. 
Court of appeals for the federal Circuit made its decision in disabled 
american Veterans v. principi.
    since BVa no longer had legal authority to initially consider any 
evidence it developed, the cases pending development actions were 
converted to remands by BVa between July 2003 and January 2004, 
and transferred to the amC jurisdiction.  there were 9,000 cases in 
this category.
    VBa projected the volume of remand workload to be 13,000 re-
mands per year.  Based on this projection, the amC was staffed with 
87 employees.  due to a higher than expected remand receipt rate, 
the influx of 9,000 additional remands in the initial operating year, a 
strategy was developed to increase resources on a temporary basis to 
assist the amC with claims decisions.
    an additional 46 employees were temporarily assigned to accom-
plish amC work, beginning october 2004.  these employees are lo-
cated at VBa’s resource centers in st. petersburg, huntington, and 
Cleveland.
    since october 2004, the amC inventory of pending remands has 
been reduced from 24,000 to 21,000.  the goal is to reduce the pend-
ing inventory to 18,000 by the end of fiscal year 2005, and 12,000 by 
the end of fiscal year 2006.  Once these goals are met, the additional 
resources assigned to the amC will be redirected to compensation 
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claims at VBA’s regional offices.
    The AMC has enabled VBA to significantly improve the time it 
takes to complete a remand.  During fiscal year 2003, regional of-
fices took an average of 700 days to complete a remand.  Currently, it 
takes the amC an average of 400 days to complete a remand.
    a strategic goal of 230 days, on average, has been established.  this 
goal represents the minimum time needed to complete a remand, giv-
en the requirements of the Veterans Claims assistance act of 2000 
and other legal requirements.
    VBa does not require additional resources to reduce the number 
of remands pending.  the high number and average age of pending 
remands are more closely related to procedures and due process re-
quirements than to a lack of available resources.
    remands are unique in that they often require sequential develop-
ment steps with requisite waiting periods between each step.  the 
appeals resolution process is necessarily prolonged to ensure that all 
necessary evidence is obtained and considered.
    Now I want to talk very briefly about the remand reduction project.  
in July 2004, the deputy secretary requested VBa and the Board of 
Veterans’ appeals to accomplish three tasks:  one, to agree upon a 
reliable process for capturing information prospectively on reasons 
for remands; two, to conduct a retrospective analysis on a representa-
tive sample of remands to validate the agreed-upon tool; and third, to 
develop a plan for remedying the problem of avoidable remands.
    on november 8, 2004, VBa and BVa submitted a report to the 
deputy secretary containing its planned remedial measures.  VBa 
agreed to change claims procedures to more thoroughly document the 
record when attempts to secure federal records, such as social secu-
rity records, failed, or attempts to identify ptsd stressors failed.
    VBA also agreed to conduct additional field training on key ar-
eas such as VCa requirements and compliance, and obtaining social 
security records and disability decisions, medical examination and 
opinion issues, and certifying appeals to BVa.
    The VBA/BVA team developed a new protocol to record reasons for 
remands.  the protocol in use since november 2004 distinguishes be-
tween remands due to VBa error, remands based on BVa’s authority 
to develop evidence in the absence of a VBa error, and unavoidable 
remands such as those resulting from changes in law.
    These joint efforts are proving successful.  The remand rate in fiscal 
year 2005 is 43 percent as of the end of march.  this compares with 
the fiscal year 2004 remand rate of 56.8 percent.  And for the month 
of march of 2005, the remand rate was 37 percent.  our goal is to 
reduce the remand rate to 30 percent.
    in summary, VBa has increased its focus on the appellate work-
load over the past several years.  through our actions and the actions 
taken in collaboration with BVa, we have implemented measures to 
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reduce the number of remands and improve the timeliness of appeals 
processing.  we believe we are moving in the right direction, and 
continuing efforts will allow us to significantly improve the appeals 
process for veterans.
    mr. Chairman, this concludes my statement.  i will be happy to 
respond to any questions that you or other members of the subcom-
mittee have.
     [The statement of Michael Walcoff appears on p. 33]
 
    mr. miller. thank you very much, mr. walcoff.
    if i might ask a question or two, and then the other members will 
ask some questions.
    first, mr. Garvin, i think everybody has a copy of the Chairman’s 
report.  is this -- yes, this is it.  in the report, you highlighted a 180 
percent increase in new appeals between fiscal years 2001 and 2004.
    and my question is:  to what do you attribute that drastic in-
crease?
    mr. Garvin. one of the increases was a period of time after the 
VCAA when the appeals sent to the Board from the field were in-
terrupted as we worked out the department’s processes on how to 
handle those VCaa appeals there in the year 2002.
    mr. Keller. 2001.
    mr. Garvin. 2001 and 2002.  the pipeline essentially was dried up.  
so for that period of time, there was a lull in the number of appeals 
coming up.  But since we have gotten back to normal processing, we 
are at the more predictable and higher rate.
    mr. miller. you said there was a lull, and you said there was a 
cessation because you were trying to figure out how to work through 
the transition.  But i am concerned about the 180 percent increase.  
a lull to me says there is a decrease, but i don’t guess i am following 
your response.
    mr. Keller. well, there was a period of --
    mr. Garvin. mr. keller will address that.
    mr. Keller. i am sorry.  yes.  i was there at the time before mr. 
Garvin became the Vice Chairman.  there was a period of time fol-
lowing the enactment of the Veterans Claims assistance act during 
which the regional offices had the option of reworking 100,000 ap-
peals, of claims that had been previously denied because they were 
not well grounded.
    and they did so.  that diverted resources from doing new appeals 
to rework those that had been previously denied and which would not 
have been denied under the VCaa.
    as a result, that consumed their energies.  the appeals new ap-
peals were not sent to the Board in the quantities they had been be-
fore and have been since.
    so there was that hiatus in the receipt of appeals by the Board dur-
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ing that year, year and a half period.  so our receipts dropped and our 
productivity accordingly dropped during that period of time.  since 
that time, those appeals have been worked and regional office produc-
tivity on new appeals has increased even beyond the levels they were 
at before the VCaa.  so that is sort of a blip in the productivity.
    mr. miller. well, let’s try this one.  what are the most common 
errors or reasons for a 56 percent remand rate on disability compen-
sation decisions?  why are we getting -- it appears to me 56 percent 
of those that are being sent up are remanded back.  what are the 
reasons for that?
    mr. Garvin. well, the primary reason or the one most frequently 
cited in the remands was compliance with the VCaa.  even though 
we reworked that large group of cases that were in the field, it took 
us -- it has taken us much too long to figure out how to do it correctly.  
so there is an awful lot of those remands that were sent back for the 
procedural compliance requirement.
    after that, the second most frequent reason has to do with physical 
examinations, whether they be complete enough, whether there is a 
nexus opinion, or whether they are just stale by the time we receive 
them at the Board for final decision.
    mr. miller. Can you walk us through just a typical appeal?  i 
mean, i know there is no such thing as a typical appeal.  But kind 
of explain to the Committee members what happens and, you know, 
what information is sent up, requested.
    You know, I think all of us have constituents call our office and they 
are just totally exasperated with the system in one way or another.  
and, you know, the length of time and -- can you just kind of give us 
an idea of how it works?
    mr. Garvin. yes, sir.  when the appeal is received at the Board, 
it is initially docketed -- has been docketed in the field.  When we 
receive it, it goes into the general population of cases pending before 
the Board.
    now, by statute, we have to decide the cases at the Board in ac-
cordance with docket order number.  so therefore, the oldest cases 
coming in receive the initial attention of the judges.
    mr. miller. Can i ask you a question?  is there a statutory require-
ment for time that they must be adjudicated?
    mr. Garvin. Other than the oldest docket number first, no.  So 
we work from the oldest ones forward.  and it depends on the -- as 
you may or may not know, we are divided into four decision teams.  
and we try to stay very close to docket order number, but we also 
have a slight balance by the geographic jurisdiction of each of the 
four teams.
    once that case is taken out of the general population or storage 
area and begun to work, the case is then sent to the service repre-
sentative, if there is one, so that they can examine the case, case file, 
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and present any additional evidence or argument that they have on 
the case.
    After they have completed their examination of the file, it is re-
turned and distributed by our central staff to the decision teams, 
where the judges will have an attorney, one of the staff attorneys, 
look at the file, draft a decision, and present the draft decision to the 
judge for either signature or returned for additional work.
    at that point, if the judge signs off on it as being an acceptable 
product, then we process it for distribution to the applicant.
    mr. miller. is it true that you are working on docket numbers in 
2003 now?
    mr. Garvin. i believe that is correct, yes.
    mr. Keller. late 2003 and early 2004, in that range.
    mr. miller. okay.  ms. Berkley?
    mS. berKley. thank you, mr. Chairman.  i know that you have got 
a lot on your plate, and i know that it is not an easy task that we have 
tasked you with.  i think it is important to keep in mind that even 
though we pressure you for getting these cases expedited and getting 
them done in a timely manner, there is also an issue of getting them 
done right the first time.
    and i am very concerned about the lack of appropriate number 
of staff in order to do your job right.  if i am not mistaken, it seems 
that the information i got is the time taken by the Board is going to 
increase by 170 days at the end of 2004, and i think your testimony 
said to 391 days by the end of 2006, and then up to 600 and some odd 
days, i think, perhaps two years later or a year later.
     do you have -- in your opinion, do you have the adequate personnel 
to do the job that you have been tasked with?
    mr. Garvin. We think we are going to be able to reduce those figures 
substantially.  Those figures, as we put in our annual report, indicate 
that these are the progressions if we do nothing unusual to attack 
the backlog.
    one of the things that we are counting on for that purpose is the 
avoidable remand project that we are undergoing now.
    mS. berKley. yes.  that was one of my later questions.  But as long 
as you brought it up, you mentioned eliminating avoidable remands.  
how do you eliminate avoidable remands?
    mr. Garvin. we are making a greater effort to look at, number 
one, the VCaa compliance; number two, the adequacy of the most 
frequently cited reasons for remand, and that is the medical exami-
nations.
    we are taking a much closer look at them.  and we are working, 
quite frankly, on issues, along with the VBa, so we can identify the 
weaknesses in the system.  and as we are trying to do better deci-
sions on rationalization as to whether or not the procedure, VCaa 
procedure, is adequate, we are also looking more carefully at the doc-
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umentation for the medical examinations, including the supporting 
documentation, which we may not have been giving as close a scru-
tiny in the past as we should have.  and we are concentrating on that 
as we try to improve our decisions.
    mS. berKley. so in other words, those of us that have been working 
very hard to get more money in the budget for you to get more staff, 
we should stop doing that?

[Laughter.]

    mr. Garvin. i would never refuse any help, ma’am. But i am not 
asking for it.
    mS. berKley. i see.  all right.  let me ask you a question.  and you 
brought this up also, so it segues into another question that i had.  i 
think one of the things you said that you were working on to elimi-
nate the avoidable remands was medical examinations or medical 
opinions.
    let me ask you a question.  we have a case right now that i guess 
they approached the Committee.  and it was a veteran, and i am 
going to read this because this is what i have, but a veteran whose 
claim for service-connection of a seizure disorder and other disabili-
ties related to head injuries filed his appeal in 2000.
    he recently contacted the Committee.  the veteran was current-
ly service-connected at zero percent for several scars, including two 
scars potentially related to the head injuries claim.  and then after 
the claim was remanded to the amC, a medical evaluation was con-
ducted which did not provide a basis for service-connection.
    however, apparently the head injury scars were not considered as 
part of that evaluation, because the remand order did not require it.  
and it seems to me if somebody has got scars on the head and they 
are saying that they have got head injuries and that is why they are 
appealing their claim, that somebody should have picked this up and 
directed that the medical examination included looking at the scars 
for the head injury.
    is that what you are talking about correcting?
    mr. Garvin. that is part of it.  we went through a period in our re-
mands where we did not specify the precise medical corrections that 
we were looking for, the additional medical evidence that we were 
looking for.  and that is one of the areas which we have worked to-
gether with VBa to improve upon.
    We are now asking our judges to become more specific in their re-
mands, rather than saying, would you look at the head.
    mS. berKley. let me ask you a question.  i realize this is only six 
months old, and i guess in government standards, that is not a lot of 
time unless you are waiting on the other end for a decision.
    But december 29, 2004, in the staley decision, the court said, ``of 
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significant concern to the court is VA’s admission that there are cur-
rently no written standard operating procedures regarding the date 
stamping and mailing of Board decisions.’’
    what actions have been taken in the last six months to address the 
Board’s concerns?
    mr. Garvin. i am going to have mr. keller address that one.
    mr. Keller. we now have written procedures in place regarding 
the mailing of our decisions.  we are examining that entire process 
to make sure we can document for the record when the case was sent 
and to whom and at what address it was sent.
    so we took that decision quite seriously.  we now have procedures 
in place for our administrative service.  and we should have what we 
call a Chairman’s memorandum, which sets forth our internal oper-
ating procedures regarding dispatch of decisions.  we think we have 
come a long way to address the court’s concerns.
    mS. berKley. okay.  Good.  i have a number of questions, but 
the Chairman is admonishing me that there are others that need to 
speak.  well, in a nice way.  it wasn’t a hard admonishment.  it was 
just get on with it.  let me ask you one more question on the record.  
and if you don’t mind, i would like to submit some questions to you.
    In my opening statement, I talked about the possibility of finding 
the hundred oldest?  the claims they have been in the system for an 
awful amount of time, decades in some instances.
    is there any possibility of bringing those to light and adjudicating 
those first?  You said that they were -- you know, they went by order 
of date.  But how are some of these lasting decades, and what do we 
do to resolve them?
    mr. Garvin. Let me first give you some preliminary, and then I am 
going to turn it over to mr. walcoff.  yes, we do, i think, cooperatively 
look for the very old decisions.
    when our travel boards visit each of the ros, that is one of the 
areas in which we attempt to provide assistance to the ros.  if they 
have those cases which have been in the field for quite a long time, we 
will offer and in most instances are able to help look at those cases.
    mr. Walcoff. i don’t see any reason why we couldn’t give you -- do 
the research that you are requesting and provide that information for 
you.  i would be very willing to do that.
    [This information is provided on p. 86.]
    mS. berKley. and i am hesitant to take any more of your time and 
resources to do this when you need to be doing your jobs.  But perhaps 
it would be instructive for all of us and we can just get these cases 
dealt with because i am convinced that every veteran in the united 
states is moving to las Vegas, nevada and i am going to have to deal 
with all these cases eventually.  so the sooner i can get them off the 
table, the easier my staff’s job is going to be.
    so i thank you very much, and i am going to submit a list of other 
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questions, if you don’t mind.  i would appreciate a response.  and 
thank you for being here.
    mr. Walcoff. thank you.
    mr. miller. i would also like somebody to research why all the 
veterans are moving to las Vegas.

    [Laughter.]
 
    mr. miller. mr. moran -- no, no, no, no, no.  i would like to go to 
mr. moran before we go to mr. udall. mr. moran.
    mr. moran. thank you very much, mr. Chairman. thank you and 
ms. Berkley for conducting this hearing.  it is a topic that we hear 
about regularly from our constituents.
    mr. walcoff, it is my understanding that it is taking about 400 
days for the appeals management Center to complete a remand.  you 
indicated in your testimony that you have a goal of 230 days.  that 
is an admirable goal, i guess, although it still seems like 230 days is 
a long time.
    what is the time frame for you to reach that goal? and kind of 
more importantly, not just what your goal is, but how do you get 
there?  what is it that is going to allow you to get from 400 days to 
230 days, and then what are we going to do to get that time frame 
even shorter?
    mr. Walcoff. i think part of the reason why we are at 400 days 
right now has to do with the way the work initially came in to the 
amC.  in a short period of time, not only did we get work coming in as 
it would normally come in from BVa, but we also got that large block 
of cases that had been in the development unit.  9,000 cases basically 
came into the amC over a very short period of time.
    and we had to develop a way to do the initial development on all 
those cases, and then be able to deal with them as the evidence start-
ed coming back.  and that is the reason why we have added resources 
and that sort of thing.
    But to handle that big block of cases that are all at about the same 
stage is taking us longer than it would if we just had the normal flow.  
so one of the things that we are anticipating is as we get through 
that big clump of cases and get them all resolved, that the system is 
set that we have enough personnel that we would be able to resolve 
these remands in as expeditious a manner as we can that is allowed 
by the law.
    i would ask mr. wilson to explain to you about the 230 days be-
cause that was my reaction also when he first talked to me about 
what standard we want to set for that.  so keith, why don’t you ex-
plain why we settled on 230 days.
    mr. WilSon. sure.  Good afternoon.  230 days is a goal that was 
established largely based on the requirements of the VCaa, the Vet-
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erans Claims assistance act.  when we go out and ask for evidence 
from a veteran, from a doctor, from the federal Government, we are 
required to wait a certain period of time, and that is 60 days, at each 
of those stages.  so we have a 60-day window that we allow the re-
spondent to provide us the information in.
    in addition to that, most of the remands that we see are sequential 
in nature.  In other words, we are required to take the first step on 
the remand.  once that step is completed, we move to the next step.  
so we can oftentimes see two or three situations where we have a 60-
day window where we are waiting for evidence.
    in addition to that, at the end of the remand process, if we are not 
able to grant the benefit in full, then we will issue a supplemental 
statement of the case to the appellant.  and they have a 60-day win-
dow to review that information and provide any additional comments 
that they want to provide prior to us recertifying the case back to 
BVa.
    so we have several windows that we are required to wait for cer-
tain periods.  in between those windows, we establish ten-day turn-
arounds to move it from one stage to the next once we are able to 
complete the previous stage.
    mr. moran. statutorily, what you are telling me is that statutorily, 
the veteran has a 60-day period of time in which to respond kind of 
each step of the way?
    mr. WilSon. that is correct.
    mr. moran. and is there any reward for a veteran who takes less 
than the 60 days?  if the veteran responds to you in ten days or a 
month, does that speed up the process, or that 60-day period is still 
open?
    mr. WilSon. it does speed up the process.  the faster we can get the 
claim to a decision-maker, the better off the veteran is.  so certainly, 
when we send out our initial letter to the veteran telling them who 
we are, what we are doing, we encourage them to get the information 
to us as quickly as possible.
    mr. moran. in other words, the 60 days is not an excuse used by 
the VA to delay putting the file in the process, having the adjudica-
tion occur?
    mr. WilSon. no.
    mr. moran. As long as you have the information, that file is going 
to proceed?
    mr. WilSon. that is correct.
    mr. moran. okay.  is this a long-time problem?  my experience in 
Congress now is about ten years.  this has been an issue since i came 
to Congress and have been a member of the Veterans affairs Com-
mittee.  is this a historic problem at the Va, or is the problem getting 
exacerbated over time, the problem being the amount of time?
    mr. Walcoff. what i would say to you is that certainly the VCaa 
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law -- we know how long that has been around; it has been around 
since 2000, 2001.  so i am not going to say to you that before that, 
everything was -- we were doing everything, you know, in a timely 
manner.
    But i do believe it has added on to the time.  it was not necessarily 
what we wanted to begin with, but it certainly has made it worse, is 
what i would answer to that.
    mr. moran. the chairman is probably more lenient with the rank-
ing member than he will be with me, and that red light came on.  But 
let me ask this question:  is there any statutory changes -- i have not 
read your testimony, and maybe you have made some suggestions -- 
but is there anything that you see as an impediment, that Congress 
needs to change the law that keeps you from doing your job in a more 
timely fashion?
    mr. Walcoff. i am going to ask ms.  szybala to answer that.  she is 
the -- as the head of C&p service, she is responsible for policy in this 
area.  and there certainly have been discussions about this.
    mr. moran. thank you, mr. secretary.
    mS. Szybala. we have reviewed -- Va has reviewed and Congress 
has reviewed the appeals process several times. i know of three off-
hand.  the secretary has reviewed it more recently, as has the under 
secretary.
    Basically, all the reviews come out with some consistent recom-
mendations.  One is to close the record.  This is a particularly difficult 
one, very hard to get your hands around to do it right, to do it in a way 
that is fair to the veteran.  so that is not going to happen any time 
soon, but it is certainly something we are considering.
    all the recommendations that have come to us from these commit-
tees and commissions and task forces are still on the table.  one is -- a 
lot of them are regulatory.
    the 60 days, the 60 days for the VCaa response, is not statutory.  
it is not statutory.  it is not in the VCaa. But it is Va policy, and it is 
in our manual, and it is in our VCaa letters.  we give them 60 days.  
we need to study that. we need to study whether that is the right 
amount of time, whether that is the amount of time that veterans 
need.
    under the VCaa, they have an hour -- i am sorry -- they have a 
year in any case.  so this is just the time we have to wait before we 
can move further.  they will still have the year, and they can always 
give us more evidence within that time.
    things like that are under consideration.  we are looking at changes 
in the DRO process.  The DRO is the decision review officer, which is 
a part of the Va side of the appeals process.  we are looking at wheth-
er changes need to be made there which can help speed it along.
    so i don’t really have suggestions for statutory changes for the ap-
peals process right now.  we will be back to you when we think of any.  
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Closing the record would take some statutory changes.
    mr. moran. thank you, mr. Chairman.
    mr. miller. thank you very much.  let the record show mr. moran 
went two minutes and 16 seconds over for next.
    mr. udall.
    mr. UDall. thank you, mr. Chairman.  i will try to stay within my 
time here, since you are keeping track here.
    Could you talk a little bit about -- i want to go to that last question.  
when you talk about closing the record, could you talk a little bit 
about what you are talking about and what kind of statutory changes 
we might be looking at?  i know you are saying you don’t want to rec-
ommend it right now. But could you do that a little bit?
    mS. Szybala. well, one of the recommendations that makes most 
sense to me would be to close the record at the point in time that the 
case goes to the Board, when the Form 9 is filed, when the case has 
been certified to the Board, or when the Form 8 is filed and the case 
has been sent to the Board.
    at that point, it is in appellate status, true appellate status, no 
longer at the ro.  and anything new that the veteran gives the Board 
beyond the things that the Board is allowed to look at -- the hearing 
that the Board holds or new medical exam -- anything else that the 
veteran gives new has to be remanded to the ro.
    and this causes a constant cycle.  if veterans knew, and their pro-
viders, their Vsos, knew, that they needed to get all their evidence in 
at the point in time that they certify their appeal to the Board, i think 
we would have less problem there.
    the veteran could still give that evidence in to the ro.  it would 
just be looked at in a different claim, and the claim that they ap-
pealed to the Board would go forward.  that is the kind of closing the 
record that makes most sense to me.
    there are certainly other ways to look at it. another way is to make 
the Board appellate only, so that the Board actually only reviews the 
correctness of an ro decision. it doesn’t have difference of opinion 
kind of authority.  it is not looking at de novo.
    that also would mean the Board is not taking new evidence, but it 
would be more of a sea change in what we use the Board for, what the 
Board is able to do now.
    mr. Walcoff. Renée, let me interrupt for one second.  This issue of 
evidence that comes in after the case has been certified to the Board 
is an interesting one because this is part of the reason why we always 
react a little bit when people look at remands and have them as being 
comparable to errors.
    Very often we will certify a case to the Board and new evidence 
comes in, and that is what causes the Board to remand the case.  
there is nothing that the ro did that is at fault.  it is just that new 
evidence has come in, and the system allows that evidence to be con-
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sidered by the Board.
    and it is the same thing with grants.  Just because the BVa grants 
a case that we had denied doesn’t necessarily mean that the ro had 
made a mistake.  it might be that new evidence came in that has 
changed what they are looking at. so this is part of the overall pro-
cess that makes it so complex.
    mr. UDall. And in your analysis, do you think it is more efficient 
to do it the way you are doing it, where you don’t close the record?  
i mean, mean -- you know, i am familiar with legal cases.  i mean, 
clearly you close the record in the appeals and the appellate courts.  
you close the record.  there isn’t any new evidence.  there isn’t this 
issue of something surfacing that is new, and then remanding it back 
and redoing it.
    Have you looked at whether or not this is an efficient way of doing 
it like this?  Or would it be more efficient to close it, deal with that 
case, and then -- and as you say, deal with a future case or something 
along that line?
    mr. Walcoff. i mean, you really could always take the new evi-
dence as a new claim.
    mr. UDall. right.  as a new claim.
    mr. Walcoff. But to answer your question, i am not -- you know, 
is it more efficient?  It depends upon how you define efficient.  You 
know, i think that when we decide anything that we would do in this 
area, we obviously have to be very sure that we are looking at what 
is fair to the veteran, you know, and certainly approach it from that 
aspect as well as the ``efficiency’’ aspect.
    and i don’t know where that balance is at this point.  and that is 
something that if we are going to look at, we have got to really look at 
it with an idea of making sure that we maintain that fairness.
    mr. UDall. well, when you say is it fair to the veteran and talk 
about efficiency, I mean, what I am talking about is getting them as 
quick a resolution as is reasonably possible on their issue.
    and so if this new evidence that comes in is directly related and 
you can handle it much quicker in a remand than you can starting 
an entirely new case, obviously the way you are handling it is totally 
acceptable.  But if it is delaying it with this bouncing back and forth, 
then i think we need to take a look at it in terms of closing the re-
cord.
    this closing the record has been in place for a long time, i guess.  
right?  and it is probably -- not closing the record.  But it has been 
there for the benefit of the veteran, I am sure.
    mr. Walcoff. Correct.
    mr. UDall. that is why you all keep the record open, so that they 
can submit anything at any point.
    mr. Walcoff. that is right.
    mr. UDall. yes.  so it would be a big issue in terms of changing that 
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and closing it out and opening new cases.  thank you for enlightening 
me and the Committee there.
    mr. miller. thank you, mr. udall.  thank you, members, for your 
questions.  and again, some members will be submitting written 
questions for your response.  we thank you for being with us today, 
and we’d like to excuse you and ask the other witnesses to come for-
ward.
    we are going to have a vote called in just a few minutes.  But i 
would like to go ahead and see if we can move forward as expedi-
tiously as possible.
    thank you very much.  if i might introduce Cynthia Bascetta, di-
rector of education, workforce, and income security at the Govern-
ment Accountability Office.  She is accompanied by Ms. Irene Chu, 
the assistant director of that same department.
    ms. Bascetta joined Gao in 1983, and since 1998 has directed their 
reviews of the effectiveness and efficiency of VA’s health care and dis-
ability compensation programs.  she has also led Gao’s work on the 
social security administration’s disability programs.  her work over 
the years has helped lay the foundation for bipartisan legislation to 
improve disability compensation programs for both Va and the social 
security administration.
    you may begin, ms. Bascetta.  thank you.

stAteMeNt Of cYNthiA bAscettA, directOr, 
    edUcAtiON, WOrkfOrce, ANd iNcOMe secUritY, 
    gOverNMeNt AccOUNtAbilitY Office, AccOMp-
    ANied bY ireNe chU, AssistANt directOr, edUcA-
    tiON, WOrkfOrce, ANd iNcOMe secUritY

    mS. baScetta. thank you, mr. Chairman.
    i appreciate the opportunity to be here today to provide an update 
of our 2002 review of the Board’s quality assurance system.  in that 
review, we found that the Board needed to correct weaknesses in how 
it selected decisions for quality review and how it calculated the ac-
curacy rates of these decisions.
    Based on our analysis of information we reviewed in april this 
year, we determined that the Board has taken action to significantly 
strengthen its quality review system.  i will focus my remarks today 
on the three areas in which we recommended improvements.
    first, we found in 2002 that the Board’s sample size was adequate 
for estimating its accuracy rate.  But we pointed out some Board 
practices that might result in misleading accuracy rates.
    in particular, we found that the Board was not ensuring that deci-
sions made near the end of the fiscal year were sampled or that qual-
ity review results were being properly weighted in the formula used 
to calculate their accuracy rates.
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    But in 2002, the Board agreed to correct these practices, and our 
updated work shows that in fact the Board did take corrective action 
in fiscal year 2002 to ensure that the decisions made near the end of 
the year are also sampled.
    we also found that the Board had not revised its formula for calcu-
lating accuracy rates in order to properly weight the quality review 
results for original decisions made by veterans law judges versus the 
results for decisions made on cases that the court had remanded to 
the Board for rework.
    at the same time, the Board’s reported accuracy rate of 93 percent 
for fiscal year 2004 would not have been materially different even if 
the Board had corrected this methodological error.  nevertheless, cor-
rective action needs to be taken to avoid the potential for reporting 
a misleading rate in the future, and the Board has agreed to correct 
this issue in the very near future.
    secondly, our 2002 review reported that the Board included non-
substantive deficiencies in calculating its reported accuracy rates.  
These deficiencies would not be expected to result in either a remand 
or a reversal by the court.
    we concluded that the reported accuracy rates would have been 
higher if the Board counted only substantive deficiencies in its ac-
curacy rate calculation.  in fact, VBa had stopped counting nonsub-
stantive deficiencies after the VA claims processing task force found 
in 2001 that mixing serious errors with less significant deficiencies 
could obscure what is of real concern.
    similarly, we recommended that the Board’s accuracy rates take 
into account only those deficiencies that would be expected to result 
in a reversal or a remand by the court.  In fiscal year 2002, the Board 
implemented this recommendation.
    third, we brought to the Board’s attention two standards that 
government agencies should meet:  the internal control standard for 
separation of key duties, and the performance audit standard calling 
for organizational independence for agency employees who review 
and evaluate program performance. the Board had not met these 
standards because certain veterans law judges, who were directly in-
volved in deciding veterans’ appeals, were also involved in reviewing 
the accuracy of those decisions.  the Board took prompt action to cor-
rect these problems in 2002 while our review was still ongoing.
    while our update shows much improvement in the Board’s quality 
assurance process, i would like to take this opportunity to say a few 
words about another key measure, that is, the consistency of disabil-
ity decisions.
    our 2002 report highlighted the fact that adjudicator judgment is 
inherent in the disability decision-making process.  as a result, we 
recommended that Va systematically assess consistency within Va 
as a whole, including decisions made by the Board and those made by 
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the VA’s 57 regional offices.
    VA still lacks such a system, but VBA and the Office of the Inspec-
tor General have recently begun reviews to try to explain the wide 
variations from state to state in average compensation payments per 
veteran.
    we continue to believe that in addition to making improvements 
in accuracy, Va must have a better understanding of consistency to 
provide reasonable assurance that veterans’ cases are decided fairly 
and equitably.
    i would be happy to answer any questions that you or the other 
subcommittee members might have.
 
    [The statement of Cynthia Bascetta appears on p. 39]

    mr. miller. thank you very much.  i don’t have a question, just a 
statement.  i just want to say thank you for your agency’s work over 
the years.  the information that you have been able to provide to the 
staff has been extremely valuable to assist them in doing their jobs, 
and i just want to personally say thank you for what you have been 
doing.
    and i would like to defer to the other members who are here.  ms. 
Berkley?
    mS. berKley. okay.  the Chairman tells me we are going to have 
a vote called any moment.  But perhaps in your testimony you have 
already addressed this, but let me make sure that i understand.
    thank you very much for being here and for your report.  you have 
found that since 2002, VBa has improved the sampling process for 
quality and improved the organizational independence of quality re-
viewers.  But you do remain concerned about the lack of consistency 
in adjudication throughout the Va and appellate review.
    do you think that the high number of remands and reversals re-
lated -- are the high number of remands and reversals related to the 
lack of consistency in decision-making?
    mS. baScetta. i can address that in two ways. first of all, there are 
two sets of remands.  there are the remands that the court would 
send back to the Board.  we have not studied that part of the process.  
there are also the remands that the Board sends back to the initial 
decision-makers, and in that regard, as you have heard from the pre-
vious panel, it is a very complicated process.
    you know, the second review, the Board review, is a de-novo pro-
cess which gives veterans the opportunity, a chance to have their case 
heard afresh.  and i think the most important comment that i would 
make on a conceptual level is that there is a significant amount of 
adjudicator judgment in many of the cases.  and for that reason, we 
don’t expect 100 percent consistency.
    what we are asking Va and other agencies, particularly the social 
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security administration, to do -- because they all face this same prob-
lem -- is to have a measure for what is a tolerable level of variability.  
without that, it is hard to know what the remand rates, or the rever-
sal rates, for that matter, really mean.
    mS. berKley. okay.  thank you.  one other question, if i could.
    GAO’s recommendation to count only deficiencies which would 
be likely to result in a reversal or remand from the court, can you 
explain why there is such a high remand rate from the court if the 
quality of Board decisions is as high as the 93 percent accuracy rate 
reported?
    mS. baScetta. well, again, accuracy -- the accuracy rate at the 
Board is computed under a system in which the reviewer does not 
have the opportunity to substitute their judgment for the decision 
that was made.
    once it goes to the court, though, there is the opportunity to do ex-
actly that, to interpret evidence differently.  and again, it is hard to 
know, you know, whether that 58 percent remand rate is reasonable 
or not without knowing, you know, more about the actual bases for 
those remands.
    But a good part of it could be explained by a difference in judg-
ment.
    mS. berKley. okay.  thank you very much.
    mr. miller. mr. moran?
    mr. moran. i have no questions, mr. Chairman.
    mr. miller. thank you very much, ms. Bascetta and ms. Chu.  
thank you for being with us.
    mS. baScetta. thank you.
    mr. miller. we would like to go ahead and call the next witnesses 
forward, and we will see if we can move this through before we have 
to leave for a vote.  i will introduce you as you are getting set up.
    mr. robert Chisholm is the past president of the national organi-
zation of Veterans advocates.  since 1991, he has been representing 
veterans before the Va and the Court of appeals for Veterans Claims.  
he also has appeared before the united states Court of appeals for 
the federal Circuit.
    in 1998, he was elected to serve as the president of national or-
ganization of Veterans advocates, and served in that position until 
2004.
    mr. rick surratt is the deputy national legislative director of the 
disabled american Veterans.  he began his career with them as a 
national service officer in 1976.  In 1998, he was named to his current 
position.
    mr. surratt enlisted in the u.s. army in 1966 and was wounded 
during combat field operations in Vietnam.  He was honorably dis-
charged from the army in 1969.
    mr. Chisholm, mr. surratt, we appreciate you being here with us 
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today.  and mr. Chisholm, would you please begin your testimony.

stAteMeNts Of rObert v. chishOlM, pAst presi-
    deNt, NAtiONAl OrgANiZAtiON Of veterANs Ad-
    vOcAtes; ANd rick sUrrAtt, depUtY NAtiONAl
    legislAtive directOr, disAbled AMericAN 
    veterANs

stAteMeNt Of rObert v. chishOlM

    mr. cHiSHolm. thank you, mr. Chairman and members of the sub-
committee.  and thank you for the opportunity to present the views 
of the national organization of Veterans advocates on operations of 
the Board of Veterans’ appeals and the amC.
    as attorneys representing veterans in this system, we don’t re-
ally have much experience with the amC because any veteran that 
is represented by counsel immediately bypasses the amC and goes 
straight back to the regional office.  So my comments today will be 
directed mainly about the Board of Veterans’ appeals.
    A claimant who files a new claim for benefits that is denied by the 
VA usually faces whether from a three- to five-year horizon before he 
or she receives a final decision from the Board of Veterans’ Appeals.
    if that same claimant then appeals the case to the Court of ap-
peals for Veterans Claims, it may take another 12 to 18 months for 
the court to render a final decision.  And when the court acts in the 
claimant’s favor, what that usually means is the case is remanded or 
sent back to the Board of Veterans’ appeals for a new decision.
    the remand from the Court of appeals for Veterans Claims pro-
vides the claimant with the opportunity to submit additional evi-
dence and arguments in favor of the claim at issue.  and it preserves 
the claimant’s favorable effective date if there is in fact an award of 
benefits.
    the problem, however, is that many claimants that i and members 
of noVa represent do not survive, literally survive, this protracted 
adjudicatory process.  those claimants that do survive are subjected 
to interminable delays before the Va.
    I would like to focus my attention first on the issue of remanded 
claims from the Court to the Board and from the Board to the regional 
office.  In 1994, Congress enacted the Veterans Benefits Improvement 
act, which provided that remanded claims should be treated expedi-
tiously.  the intent behind the VBia and the subsequent statutory 
codification is clear.  Congress wants those claims handled quickly.
    you heard earlier mr. Garvin testify about the docketing of BVa 
appeals.  and this is an area that is of grave concern to me because 
when a veteran’s claim comes up the ladder and is assigned, say, a 
1999 docket number, and then it goes to court and is then remanded 
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back, it should retain that 1999 docket number.
    and let’s assume, further, that the board then remands the case to 
the regional office, and let’s say it is an issue of service connection for 
a mental disorder and the veteran then gets an award of benefits, but 
it is less than the full amount of what that veteran was seeking.  let’s 
say he only gets a 50 percent award and wants a 100 percent award.
    well, when that veteran appeals back to the Board to try and 
get that 100 percent, typically that veteran is not receiving the 1999 
docket number, in my experience.  We have had to file -- by ``we,’’ I 
mean myself and other members of NOVA -- have had to file writs of 
mandamus to compel the BVa to assign the proper docket number.
    Just yesterday I checked on two cases, one of which I filed a writ at 
the regional office to compel expeditious treatment went to court and 
i was told i would get -- the client would get expeditious treatment.  
and then when it went to the Board, it was assigned a 2005 docket 
number in a case that should have been assigned a 2000 docket num-
ber.
    this happens all too frequently, unfortunately.  and i would sub-
mit that the claims being remanded from court to the Board, going 
down to the ro, and coming back are not receiving the expeditious 
treatment they are entitled to and that Congress desired.
    another concern i have is the way that the Board provides sta-
tistical tabulations to Congress.  every year in the BVa chairman’s 
report, the total number of decisions made are reported, the number 
of allowed claims are reported, and the number of remanded claims 
are reported, and the number of denied claims are reported.
    one of the problems here is that if a veteran has multiple issues 
before him, and one of those claims is allowed but the rest are denied, 
in that situation typically the BVa only reports the allowed claim and 
not the denied claims.  and this becomes a very serious problem.
    finally, i would like to say the quality of decision-making at the 
Board is very problematic when viewed through the lens of how 
many cases are being remanded by the Court of appeals for Veter-
ans Claims.  over 65 to 70 percent of the cases that reach a merit 
determination at the Court of appeals for Veterans Claims are being 
remanded due to a lot of the errors that we have already heard testi-
mony about this morning.
    My final thought is that veterans should be allowed the choice to 
have an attorney represent them earlier in the process if they choose.  
presently, veterans are prohibited from hiring and compensating an 
attorney until after the record is closed at the Board of Veterans’ 
appeals, and only on appeal to the Court of appeals for Veterans 
Claims.
    i would submit that Congress should seriously consider a statutory 
amendment to 38 usC 5904 to permit veterans the opportunity or 
the choice to hire an attorney at the initial stages of their claim.
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    thank you, and i will take any questions that you have.
 
    [The statement of Robert V. Chisholm appears on p. 57]
 
     mr. miller. mr. surratt, if you would please continue.  and we are 
going to try and stay through the -- we have 17 to 20 minutes to get 
over to vote.  so please continue.

stAteMeNt Of rick sUrrAtt

    mr. SUrratt. thank you, mr. Chairman.
    the best evidence of the importance of a fair and effective appeals 
process for veterans is the large number of Va decisions that are 
overturned on appeal.  In fiscal year 2004, claimants initiated nearly 
109,000 new appeals.
    experience has shown that approximately half of these appeals will 
be resolved by the VA office that made the decision being appealed 
without the necessity for review by Va’s Board of Veterans’ appeals.
    of the 38,371 cases in which there was a BVa decision last year, 
17.1 percent were allowed.  another 56.8 percent involved some pro-
cessing omission that rendered the claims decision unsustainable, 
thereby requiring remand from the Board to the Va activity respon-
sible for the original decision.  together, the allowed and remanded 
cases comprised 73.9 percent of the board’s total decisions in 2004.
    again, based on experience, approximately 25 percent of the re-
manded cases, or 14 percent of the total cases reviewed by BVa, will 
be allowed on remand.  of the 75 percent of the remanded appeals 
that will be returned to the Board, approximately another 10 percent, 
or 4 percent of the total cases reviewed by BVa, will be allowed.
    Based on these percentages, we can project that somewhere in the 
neighborhood of 13,500 of the claimants whose cases were reviewed 
by the Board last year will eventually receive the benefits they would 
have otherwise been deprived of erroneously.  that does not include 
close to half of the nearly 109,000 applicants whose claims will be 
favorably resolved without review by BVa.
    those numbers demonstrate not only the necessity of the appeals 
process, but also that VA’s appeals process is fulfilling its purpose, to 
ensure veterans receive the benefits they are due.
    in any adjudication system, mistakes are inevitable. in an adjudi-
cation system as massive as Va’s, the claims wrongly decided will be 
relatively numerous under the best of circumstances.
    however, the unusually large percentage of appeal cases in which 
errors are found demonstrates serious problems in the initial deci-
sion-making process.  In addition, repeated errors at the field office 
level result in multiple remands and multiple Board decisions in far 
too many cases.
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    erroneous or defective decisions result in several adverse conse-
quences.  erroneous denials deprive large numbers of veterans the 
benefits they are rightly due, and delay the delivery of these benefits 
for protracted periods.
    Because erroneous denials necessitate multiple decisions, they add 
substantially to the workload at all levels of adjudication.  Greater 
workloads require greater resources.  if the increased workloads are 
not matched by increased resources, quality must yield to quantity, 
leading to even higher error rates and a vicious cycle of increasing in-
efficiency.   Consequent claims backlogs delay the delivery of benefits 
for all claimants.  everyone suffers.
    and i am going to take just a moment to say that though there is 
room for improvement at BVa and the appeals management Center, 
their problems are secondary to the more critical problems in the ini-
tial decision-making process.
    to give you an example, VBa management has tolerated for years 
problems such as that at the New York City Regional Office where, on 
average, an appeal languishes for nearly five and a half years before 
the regional office transfers it to the Board for a decision; or Mont-
gomery, alabama, which had a 66 percent remand rate in 2004.
    many of these appellants are elderly, or many of them are very se-
riously disabled, and they need the benefits in a more timely fashion 
than that.
    i want to address the issue of closing the record. it seriously con-
cerns me when VA officials raise suggestions of that nature.  First of 
all, you heard that the most frequent reason for a remand is an inad-
equate exam.  And I think one of the VA officials said that the case 
has to go back to the ro if the veteran submits some new evidence. 
well, that is not entirely true.  the veteran can waive that right.  and 
usually the case goes back to the amC, not the ro.
    But Va has the option to get new evidence any time during the 
appeals process.  it can get independent medical opinions.  it goes 
to Vha for opinions.  it can remand to the amC to get an opinion.  i 
think it would be very unfair to close the record and not let the vet-
eran enter new evidence.
    Beyond that, I think it would be very inefficient. If you have a deci-
sion before you, it would be more efficient to have every piece of evi-
dence you can get up to the point that you start writing the decision 
to make the best decision you can make one time, rather than send it 
back and adjudicate the case piecemeal.
    moreover, many times during the pendency of the appeal, more 
evidence comes in as it is being made -- veterans being rehospital-
ized and so forth.  so if you had a veteran who appealed a denial of 
a claim and then was rehospitalized and opened another claim for 
an increase while the first one was on appeal and that was denied, 
you could have a second appeal.  you could have multiple concurrent 
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claims going at the same time.
    so i would have to say that we strongly oppose closing the record 
for fairness reasons and probably for efficiency reasons.
    and that concludes my statement, mr. Chairman.

    [The statement of Rick Surratt appears on p. 63]
 
    mr. miller. thank you very much.  i have got some questions, but 
i am going to ask staff to submit them to you for the record and ask 
ms. Berkley if she has any questions.
    mS. berKley. i do, and i know that it takes me a little bit longer 
to get to the floor than you.  I want to thank you very much for that.  
what you are saying has truly been the experience that we have had 
in my congressional office back home, and seems like just a series of 
problems.
    But it seems to me that one of the big complaints is that when it 
is remanded back, often it is remanded back for records that the vet-
eran has no control over.  the Va has control of their medical records 
and has control of their service records as well, which needs to be part 
of the complete record.
    so it is not -- it is outside of the control of the veterans, and it gets 
remanded.  so that is a very serious concern to me.  a lot of the infor-
mation that is needed, the veterans don’t have control of.
    But i would be very interested in having attorneys involved in 
the initial case rather than waiting.  it seems to me that we would 
correct a lot of these problems if they had some legal help from the 
beginning.  so i think that is something that we might want to look 
at, and i thank you very much.  and i have additional questions, but 
no time to ask them.
    mr. miller. thank you, ms. Berkley.  and the record may show 
that she doesn’t have time to ask them not because the Chairman 
wouldn’t let her ask them, but because we have a vote to go to.
    But as mr. surratt points out in his testimony, and i quote, ``Ben-
efits for disabled veterans and their dependents and survivors are at 
the core of the program that the Va administers.’’  and i think that is 
an appropriate quote to be using today.
    we have to ensure that the claims adjudication process, beginning 
to end, serves our core constituency with timely and accurate rating 
decisions.
    we are very interested in your work.  we look forward to working 
with you and the stakeholders to achieve that end.  and with noth-
ing more for the good of the order, we must adjourn this hearing and 
proceed to the floor for a vote.
    [Whereupon, at 11:47 a.m., the Subcommittee was adjourned.]
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    Good morning.  the hearing will come to order.  

    today we are receiving testimony on the policy and operational issues facing the 
Board of Veterans’ appeals (BVa) and the appeals management Center (amC).  there 
are some serious backlog issues at the Board and the amC, and i look forward to better 
understanding what the department is doing, and intends to do, to make the appeals 
process more efficient for veterans and other beneficiaries.  

    When a claimant disagrees with a decision by a VA regional office or medical center, 
he or she has the right to appeal the decision.   the number of appeals continues to 
increase, and unfortunately some claimants must wait several years before a final de-
cision is made on a claim.   one purpose of this hearing is to determine areas to shave 
off delays.

    among the questions i hope to address today are:  is the system too procedurally 
cumbersome?  is additional staff going to solve the problem –  as many of you are 
aware, this Committee recommended in its fiscal year 2006 Budget Views and Esti-
mates an additional $6 million/50 FTEE for the Board –  or is the backlog a symptom 
of claims filing behavior and therefore resistant to improvement efforts?  

    i am also interested in knowing how BVa and the amC set performance goals and 
objectives, and how those goals are met.  

    i welcome all of our witnesses and look forward to their comments  and suggestions 
for improving the accuracy and disposition times of appeals.
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U.s. hOUse Of represeNtAtives

May 5, 2005

    Good morning, mr. Chairman.  it is a pleasure to discuss the opera-
tions of the Board of Veterans’ appeals with you, the members of the 
subcommittee, and your staff.

    The Board’s testimony before the Subcommittee on Benefits in
february 1994 and June 1998 provides important background infor-
mation.  

    in fiscal year 1994, the Board issued about 22,000 decisions.  
our pending caseload stood at 47,000, and was on its way to 60,000.  
our measure of timeliness then used—average response time—was 
781 days.

    By fiscal year 1998, our timeliness had markedly improved and
our pending caseload was down to less than 30,000 cases.  we issued 
38,886 decisions, and held 4,875 hearings.  appeals resolution time—
the time from the date a veteran files a Notice of Disagreement until 
he or she receives a final decision on appeal—was 687 days.

    i am proud to report that, since 1998, we have constantly im-
proved.

    in fy 2004, the Board issued 38,371 decisions, almost as many as
were issued in fy 1998, and conducted 7,259 hearings, a substantial 
increase from 1998.  appeals resolution time decreased to 529 days.  
our cycle time—the time that it actually takes the Board to issue a 
decision (excluding the time the case is with the service organization 
representative)—was 98 days.  Cases pending at the end of fy 2004 
stood at 21,430.  Significantly, we accomplished these results with 
440 fte, or 43 less than we had in 1998.  

    these improvements over the past few years occurred in spite
of several significant events, including the impact of the Veterans 
Claims assistance act of 2000, and the initiation and then termina-
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tion of BVa evidence development due to the decision of the u.s. 
Court of appeals for the federal Circuit in disabled american Veter-
ans v. principi.

    we have received much help in achieving our successes, including 
from: 

o    The Congress providing unqualified support for the appellate 
rights of veterans and their families.  

o    the veterans service organizations, who represent about 85% of 
our appellants.  

o    Va leadership that supports improvements in the appeals pro-
cess to ensure that veterans receive timely and quality decisions.  

o    the staff at the Board, including the Veterans law Judges, coun-
sel, and administrative support staff.  through their efforts produc-
tivity increased, over historic levels, by 20% for staff counsel, and by 
25% for the VlJs.  the number of hearings held also increased, with 
videoconference hearings nearly doubling since fy 1998.  finally, the 
average number of decisions per employee increased from 49.9 in fy 
1994 and 80.5 in fy 1998, to 87.3 in fy 2004.  

Two of the most significant and persisting challenges we face are

o    eliminating avoidable remands, and

o    increasing productivity to contain and reduce the appeals back-
log.  

in regard to remands, we know that:  

o    Veterans want timely and correct decisions on claims for benefits.  
for the Board to do that, the record must contain all evidence neces-
sary to decide the claim and show that all necessary due process has 
been provided.  if the record does not meet these requirements, and 
the benefits sought cannot be granted, a remand for further develop-
ment is necessary.  

o    remands lengthen appeals resolution time.  one remand adds 
about a year to the process.  remands also divert resources from pro-
cessing other claims and appeals.  

o    we are working with VBa, oGC and Vha to identify and track 
root causes of remands, to provide training, and, ultimately, to elimi-
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nate avoidable remands.  the results are already encouraging, with 
the remand rate for the first part of FY 2005 dropping to 42.6%, as 
compared to 56.8% in fy 2004.  for february and march 2005, the 
remand rate was even lower at 38.4%. 

    if nothing had been done, our backlog was projected to grow to 
unacceptable levels.  the Board’s backlog disposition time—the pro-
jected time it would take the Board, working at its current rate, to 
eliminate the backlog—would have increased from 170 days in 2004, 
to 391 days in 2006, and to nearly 600 days in 2008.

through incentives and sound management we have beat our past 
projections, and intend to continue doing so by way of:  

o    eliminating avoidable remands:  about 75% of cases remanded are 
returned to the Board, which increases our workload and degrades 
timeliness.  a 50% reduction in remands in fy 2005 could reduce ap-
peals resolution time by as much as 25 to 30 days.

o    strengthening our intra-agency partnerships:  our joint training 
efforts with VBa, oGC, and Vha, will improve decision quality and 
reduce remands and appeals.

o    writing shorter and more concise decisions:  we are training our 
Veterans law Judges and counsel to write shorter and more concise 
decisions.  

o    utilizing employee incentive, mentoring and training programs:  
a number of new programs have been introduced to increase employ-
ee motivation and satisfaction, as well as to increase productivity and 
decision quality.

o    making use of overtime:  we will use overtime within existing 
resources to enhance productivity.

o    increasing our use of paralegals:  we will increase the use of our 
paralegals for non-decisional support activities.  

    we believe these measures will work to reduce the backlog and 
shorten the time it takes for a veteran to receive a well-reasoned 
Board decision.  already, we have reduced the time it takes for an 
appeal to be finally resolved from 686 days in FY 1998, to 529 days in 
fy 2004.  our decision quality has improved from 88.8% in fy 1998 
to 93% in fy 2004, and our cycle time is a little over three months.  

in conclusion, we intend to continue working to develop new and cre-
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ative solutions to the challenges we face in order to fulfill our statu-
tory mission to hold hearings and provide timely, high quality deci-
sions to our nation’s veterans and their families.  

    i would be pleased to answer any questions you or your colleagues 
might have.
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Chairman miller and members of the subcommittee.
thank you for providing me the opportunity to appear before you 
today to discuss the department of Veterans affairs’ (Va) appeals 
management Center (amC) operations.  
my statement today is divided into two parts.  i will begin, as you 
have requested, by discussing VBa’s amC operation.  then i will 
briefly discuss the Joint BVA/VBA Remand Reduction Project.

Appeals Management center

the appeals management Center (amC) was created in July 2003 
following a federal Circuit Court decision that invalidated part of 
Va’s process for handling cases appealed to the Board of Veterans’ 
appeals (BVa).  prior to that court decision and the establishment of 
the amC, BVa had created a development unit to itself develop cases 
on appeal that needed more development, instead of remanding those 
cases to the regional offices of jurisdiction to conduct the necessary 
development.  the BVa unit had, in effect, assumed partial respon-
sibility for case development previously assigned to VBa’s regional 
offices.  As a result of the Court’s decision, the BVA generally may 
not consider in the first instance any evidence it develops, so the BVA 
resumed remanding cases that needed more development, and that 
responsibility was returned to VBa and assigned to the amC.  VBa 
determined that the best way to manage remand processing was to 
consolidate the responsibility to a single appeals management Cen-
ter where resources and expertise could be concentrated.  
the mission of the amC is to process remands timely and consis-
tently.  the amC has complete authority to develop remands, reach 
decisions based on additional evidence gathered, and authorize the 
payment of benefits.  If the AMC is unable to grant an appeal in full, 
the appeal is recertified to BVA for continuation of the appellate pro-
cess.

Beginning in July 2003, the amC began receiving work from BVa.  
though not fully staffed until January 2004, the amC began intake, 
organization, and limited development on remands.  in february 
2004, the amC was fully operational and established a goal of com-
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pleting initial development of all pending remands by spring 2004.  
this goal was met in June 2004.

the initial work coming to the amC consisted of two types of cases.  
The first category of cases consisted of the remands generated by 
BVa after July 2003.  VBa had projected the volume of this workload 
to be 13,000 remands per year.  Based on this projection, the amC 
was staffed with 87 employees.  
in the second category of cases were those that had been pending 
development actions at BVa at the time of the circuit court decision.  
there were 9,000 cases in this category for which BVa no longer had 
legal authority to initially consider any evidence it developed.  these 
cases were converted by BVa to remands between July 2003 and 
January 2004 and transferred to amC jurisdiction.  Because of the 
one-time nature of this influx of 9,000 additional remands, a strategy 
was developed to increase resources on a temporary basis to assist 
the amC with claims decisions.  as a result, 46 additional employees 
were temporarily assigned to accomplish amC work beginning in oc-
tober 2004.  these employees are located at VBa’s resource centers in 
st. petersburg, huntington, and Cleveland.  

During its first year of operation, the AMC received approximately 
18,000 remands in addition to the 9,000 converted cases.  this ex-
ceeded the 13,000 remands that had been estimated.  Because of this 
greater than expected volume, VBa and BVa began aggressive joint 
initiatives to address the root causes of remands.  these initiatives 
focused on increased coordination of data collection, identification of 
trends, and training.  
these joint efforts are proving successful.  the remand rate for fy 05 
is 43% as of the end of march.  this compares with the fy 04 remand 
rate of 56.8%.  for the month of march 2005, the remand rate was 
37%.  our goal is to reduce the remand rate to 30% by the end of fy 
06.  

the amC is organized much like the Veterans service Centers in Va 
regional offices.  The AMC consists of one Triage Team, three Devel-
opment teams, one rating team, and one authorization team.  the 
amC provides public contact functions through a dedicated toll-free 
number unique to the AMC and has normal office hours for walk-in 
traffic.  The AMC also provides full support for Freedom of Informa-
tion act, privacy act, and congressional inquiries.  
executive direction at the amC is provided by a director and two as-
sistant directors.  one assistant director is responsible for the devel-
opment of remands and the other is responsible for decisions made on 
the remands.  The AMC’s workforce is specifically trained and skilled 
in processing remanded claims.  organizationally, the amC reports 
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to the associate deputy under secretary for field operations.

the amC receives all remanded claims directly from BVa.  all new 
remands are delivered to the amC daily.  a small number of remands 
are unable to be worked in the amC for various procedural reasons 
and are returned to the regional office of jurisdiction.  For example, 
if a remanded claim requires a local hearing, the amC would be un-
able to comply with the remand order; therefore, the remand must 
be worked locally.  additionally, if a remand involves an issue not re-
lated to compensation and pension benefits, the remand is forwarded 
to the regional office of original jurisdiction.  

development of remands is initiated within 15 days of receipt at the 
amC.  a letter is sent to the appellant that explains how to contact 
the amC, what the appellant can expect during the processing of the 
remand, and what is required of the appellant and the amC.  

development is completed in strict compliance with the wording of 
the remand order.  this often requires that steps in the remand order 
be completed sequentially and that a Va exam, including a medical 
opinion by a Va physician, be conducted.  once all development steps 
are completed, the claims file is forwarded to the Rating Team for a 
decision.  if any part of the remand is granted, a decision is prepared.  
if any part of the remand continues to be denied, a supplemental 
statement of the case is prepared.  often, both documents are re-
quired.  

once a decision is made, accredited representatives (i.e., veteran ser-
vice officers) are allowed the opportunity to review the unpromul-
gated decision.  Following review by the representative, the file is 
forwarded to the authorization team, which processes the award and 
notifies the appellant.  If a full grant of benefits is possible, the award 
action is completed, payment authorized, notification sent, and the 
completed file returned to the regional office of jurisdiction.  If the ap-
peal is not granted in full, the appeal is recertified to BVA.  No claims 
files reside permanently at the AMC.

the amC is reducing the number of pending remands.  since octo-
ber 2004, the amC inventory of pending remands has been reduced 
from 24,000 to 21,000.  the goal is to reduce the pending inventory to 
18,000 by the end of fy 05.  the goal for fy 06 is to reduce the pend-
ing inventory to 12,000.  once these goals are met, the additional 
resources assigned to the amC will be redirected to compensation 
claims at VBA’s regional offices.

The AMC has enabled VBA to significantly improve the time it takes 
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to complete a remand.  During FY 03, regional offices took an aver-
age of 700 days to complete a remand.  Currently, it takes the amC 
an average of 400 days to complete a remand.  we continue to strive 
for further improvement.  a strategic goal of 230 days on average 
to complete a remand has been established.  the goal of 230 days 
represents the minimum time needed to complete a remand given 
the notification, evidence collection, and follow-up requirements of 
the Veterans Claims assistance act of 2000 (VCaa) and other legal 
requirements.
VBa does not require additional resources to reduce the number of 
remands pending.  the high number and average age of pending re-
mands are more closely related to procedures and due process require-
ments than to a lack of available resources.  remands are unique in 
that they often require sequential development steps, with requisite 
waiting periods between each step.  often remand instructions re-
quire that VBA contact the claimant to request identification of any 
outstanding evidence, obtain a medical release, or complete other de-
velopment requirements, and our procedures provide the claimant 
with a 60-day timeframe to provide a response to such requests.  to-
gether with the waiting time our procedures require for third-party 
evidence, the appeals resolution process is necessarily prolonged to 
ensure that all necessary evidence is obtained and considered.  

in addition, to ensure that Va has exhausted its efforts to obtain all 
federal records and made all reasonable efforts to obtain non-federal 
records, remand instructions sometimes require VBa to repeat prior 
efforts to assist the veteran obtain medical treatment records or oth-
er evidence that was generated many years ago.  the custodians of 
these records are often very difficult to locate.  In the case of federal 
records, the law requires that Va’s efforts to secure these records, 
such as social security administration records, continue until Va is 
reasonably certain that the records do not exist, or that further at-
tempts to obtain these records would be futile.  

finally, remand orders often require VBa to obtain complex medical 
opinions from medical specialists that may not be readily available 
at all Va medical centers or in smaller cities, further increasing pro-
cessing time.

Joint bvA/vbA remand reduction project

in July 2004, the deputy secretary requested that VBa and the 
Board of Veterans’ appeals (BVa) accomplish three tasks:
• agree upon a reliable process for capturing information pro-
spectively on reasons for remands,
• Conduct a retrospective analysis of a representative sample 
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of remands to validate the agreed-upon tool, and
• develop a plan for remedying the problem of avoidable re-
mands.
A VBA/BVA team developed a new protocol to record reasons for re-
mands.  the protocol, in use since november 2004, distinguishes be-
tween remands due to VBa error, remands based on BVa’s authority 
to develop evidence in the absence of a VBa error, and unavoidable 
remands, such as those resulting from changes in law.  

On November 8, VBA/BVA submitted a report to the Deputy Sec-
retary containing its planned remedial measures.  VBa agreed to 
change claims procedures to more thoroughly document the record 
when attempts to secure federal records (e.g., social security records) 
failed, or attempts to verify ptsd stressors failed.  VBa also agreed 
to conduct additional field training.

a broadcast on the importance of reducing remands was held in feb-
ruary 2005 with participation from the deputy secretary and BVa 
and VBa leadership.  additional broadcasts were held on other sub-
jects that would result in reduced remands, including preparation of 
medical examination requests.
a computer-based training module on certifying a case to BVa was 
developed and sent to all VBA regional offices.  Completion of the 
training module is mandatory for all rating Veterans service repre-
sentatives and Decision Review Officers on the Appeals Team.    

lastly, VBa has established a mailbox for questions on remands from 
the field.  An intranet site was also created with a management re-
ports function allowing a regional office to review its remand errors.
the review and monitoring of remand data are on-going efforts.  
analysis of the remand data allows VBa to determine the impact 
of current improvement efforts, as well as to identify future trends 
and develop and implement countermeasures to ensure avoidable re-
mands are eliminated to the greatest extent possible.  we anticipate 
that future efforts will include additional training, quality reviews, 
and regulatory changes, as appropriate.

conclusion

 in summary, VBa has increased its focus on the appellate 
workload over the past several years.  through our actions and ac-
tions taken in collaboration with BVa, we have implemented mea-
sures to reduce the number of remands and improve the timeliness of 
appeals processing.  we believe we are moving in the right direction, 
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and continuing efforts will allow us to significantly improve the ap-
peals process for veterans.    
mr. Chairman, this concludes my statement.  i will be happy to re-
spond to any questions that you or other members of the subcommit-
tee might have.
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 mr. Chairman and memBers of the suBCommit-
tee:
 thank you for the opportunity to present the views of the na-
tional organization of Veterans’ advocates (“noVa”) on the opera-
tions of both the Board of Veterans’ appeals and the appeals man-
agement Center. NOVA is a not-for-profit educational organization 
created under 26 u.s.C. §  501(c)(3) for attorneys and non-attorney 
practitioners who represent veterans, surviving spouses, and depen-
dents, before the Court of appeals for Veterans Claims (“CaVC”) and 
on remand before department of Veterans affairs (“Va”). noVa has 
written many amicus briefs on behalf of claimants before the CaVC 
and the united states Court of appeals for the federal Circuit (“fed-
eral Circuit”).  the CaVC recognized noVa’s work on behalf of vet-
erans when it awarded the hart t. mankin distinguished service 
award to noVa in 2000.  the positions stated in this testimony have 
been approved by noVa’s board of directors and represent the shared 
experiences of noVa’s members.
 for the past fourteen years i have been representing claim-
ants at all stages of the veteran’s benefits system from the VA re-
gional office to the Board of Veterans’ Appeals to the CAVC as well as 
before the federal Circuit. 
 A claimant who files a new claim for benefits that is denied 
by the VA usually faces a three to five year horizon before he or she 
receives a final decision from the Board of Veterans’ Appeals.  If that 
same claimant then appeals the case to the Court of appeals for Vet-
erans Claims, it may take another twelve to eighteen months for the 
Court to render a final decision.  When the Court acts in the claim-
ant’s favor, it will most likely result in a remand back to the Board 
of Veterans’ appeals. see swiney v. Gober, 14 Vet. app. 65 (2000) 
(wherein the CaVC acknowledged “outright reversal on the merits 
has been very rare” and remands are the norm).  the remand from 
the CaVC provides the claimant with the opportunity to submit ad-
ditional evidence and arguments in favor of the claim at issue, and it 
preserves the claimant’s favorable effective date if there is an award 
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of benefits.  The problem, however, is that many claimants do not 
survive the protracted adjudicatory process. those claimants who do 
survive are subjected to interminable delays before the Va.
 remanded claims and Board docketing of appeals.
 I would first like to direct my testimony to the issue of claims 
remanded from the Court to the Board of Veterans’ appeals.  a “re-
mand” is simply an order sending the case back down the ladder to 
be done over again. it is upon return from the Court to the Board of 
Veterans’ appeals that delays in adjudication are exacerbated.  
 In 1994, Congress enacted the Veterans Benefits Improve-
ment act. section 302 of the act, pub.l. no. 103-446, § 302, 108 stat. 
4645, 4658 (1994), which provided for expeditious treatment of veter-
ans claims that were remanded from the Court of appeals for Veter-
ans Claims back to the Board of Veterans’ appeals. in addition, the 
act requires claims remanded from the Board to the Va regional of-
fices to receive expeditious treatment.  The statute specifically man-
dates that “[t]he Secretary of Veterans Affairs shall take such actions 
as may be necessary to provide for the expeditious treatment, by the 
Board of Veterans’ Appeals and by the VA regional offices of the Vet-
erans Benefits Administration, of any claim that has been remanded 
by the Board of Veterans’ appeals or by the united states Court of 
Veterans appeals for additional development or other appropriate 
action.”  This act was codified in 2003 by Pub. L. 108-183, Title VII, 
§ 707(a)(1), 117 stat. 2672.) at 38 u.s.C. § 5109B.  it provides that 
“[t]he Secretary shall take such actions as may be necessary to pro-
vide for the expeditious treatment by the appropriate Va regional 
office of the Veterans Benefits Administration of any claim that is 
remanded to a regional office of the Veterans Benefits Administra-
tion by the Board of Veterans’ appeals.”  in addition, pub. l. 108-183, 
Title VII, § 707(a)(1), 117 Stat. 2672) codified the VBIA at 38 U.S.C. 
§ 7112 which provides that the secretary shall take such actions as 
may be necessary to provide for the expeditious treatment by the 
Board of any claim that is remanded to the secretary by the Court of 
appeals for Veterans Claims.
 the intent behind the VBia 1994 and the subsequent statu-
tory codification is clear: Congress wants those  claimants  who have 
been unable to get a final decision from the Board to thereafter re-
ceive expeditious treatment whether on remand from the CaVC or 
on remand from the Board to the VA regional offices.  The problem, 
however, is the Board has failed to execute the will of Congress.  

 docketing of Cases by the Board of Veterans’ appeals
 the Board’s failure to implement the intent of Congress re-
garding expeditious treatment of remanded cases is exemplified in 
the Board’s docketing procedure for remanded claims. the secretary 
has promulgated certain regulations to govern the order in which ap-
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peals to the Board are decided. Generally speaking, the Board de-
cides appeals in the order in which they are received from the Va 
regional offices. 38 C.F.R. § 20.900(a).  Therefore, if a claim has a 
2003 docket number it is supposed to be decided before a case with a 
2004 docket number and so on. remanded claims that are returned 
to the Board assume their original place on the  docket.  38 C.f.r. § 
20.900(a).  if a case with a 1999 Board docket number is remanded to 
the VA regional office and then returns to the Board in March 2005, it 
should retain the 1999 docket number, not a new 2005 Board docket 
number.  
 Finally, the Board has a specific regulation issued in response 
to the requirement to provide expeditious treatment to remanded 
claims from the Court.  that regulation provides:“a case remanded 
by the united states Court of appeals for Veterans Claims for ad-
ditional development or other appropriate action will be treated ex-
peditiously by the Board without regard to its place on the Board’s 
docket.”  38 C.f.r. § 20.900(d).
 delay— not expeditious treatment— is the norm
 typically, veterans face years of delay instead of receiving 
the expeditious treatment required by Congress.  delay occurs at two 
critical junctures:
 (1) when a case is remanded from the Court to the Board, 
and 
(2)  when the Board remands a case back to the Va regional of-
fice and the denial is sustained by the VA regional office.  
in this latter situation, the matter is supposed to retain its earlier 
Board docket number but most cases are assigned new docket num-
bers.
 As noted above, the first significant time delay occurs when 
the cases are remanded from the CaVC to the Board of Veterans’ 
appeals.  when a case is remanded from the Court to the Board, the 
Board is required to send a letter to the claimant and the represen-
tative of record to provide them with 90 days to submit additional 
evidence.  once that letter is responded to by the claimant or the 
representative, the Board is required to render a new decision.  in my 
experience, claimants are waiting up to a year for a new decision.
 the second situation, when the Board remands a case back 
to the VA regional office, causes far more grievous delay, especially 
where the VA regional office grants a part of the claim, but then com-
mits error by denying less than the full relief required by law.  in that 
situation, Congress requires that the Board expeditiously review the 
regional office decision, but often it does not.  
 for example, assume that in 1996, a persian Gulf war veter-
an filed a claim for service connection of post traumatic stress disor-
der (PTSD), which the VA regional office finally denied in 1999.  The 
veteran appeals to the Board of Veterans’ appeals where the case is 
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given a 1999 docket number.  the Board issues a remand decision in 
2004 because the VA regional office failed to obtain a medical opin-
ion on issues necessary to decide the veteran’s claim.  Based on the 
newly obtained medical opinion, the VA regional office finally decides 
that the Gulf war veteran is entitled to disability compensation for 
his PTSD, but the VA regional office assigns a rating of only 50%, 
and awards benefits as of the date the VA obtained the medical opin-
ion— even though the veteran’s ptsd has prevented him from work-
ing since his claim was filed in 1996.   Under those circumstances, 
the law requires the Va to rate the veteran as 100% disabled and to 
pay him benefits at the 100% rate, starting in 1996 when he filed his 
claim. 
 Unfortunately, the VA regional office grants some relief, but 
less than what the law requires, and less than what the veteran is 
entitled to and needs because of his disability.  the veteran’s only 
remedy is to appeal, again, to the Board of Veterans’ appeals, and 
ask the Board, again, to correct the VA regional office’s mistake and 
assign a higher rating and an earlier effective date.   
 here lies the problem: Getting the case back before the Board 
can take another three to five years, because the Board has no pro-
tocol to require docketing personnel to retain the earlier and clearly 
more advantageous docket number.  instead, the docketing personnel 
usually assign a new docket number.  in the case of our hypotheti-
cal Gulf war veteran, then, his 2005 appeal to the Board would be 
assigned a 2005 docket number, rather than retaining his original 
1999 docket number.  this means that instead of having his case 
set for immediate Board review, he is sent to the back of the line for 
another three to five year wait, on a claim that was first filed in 1996 
- nine years ago already. The additional delay of three to five years is 
caused by the Board assigning a new docket number to the veteran’s 
claim, instead of retaining the earlier, original docket number. 
 if the claimant is not helped by a sophisticated representa-
tive, the claimant will not even know that he was entitled to faster 
consideration. in order to assure that the Board is complying with its 
own docketing procedures for remanded claims, i as well as other at-
torneys, have found it a necessary practice to file petitions for writs of 
mandamus with the Court of appeals for Veterans Claims.   e.g., dai-
ley v. principi, 17 Vet. app. 61 (2003); Vargas-Gonzalez v. principi, 
15 Vet. app. 222 (2001).   in over 75% of my cases that are returned 
to the Board of Veterans’ appeals after remand, i must send a let-
ter to the Board because the case was assigned a new Board docket 
number instead of the original one.  the process should be automatic, 
but it is not.  once again, a claimant who does not have the help of a 
sophisticated representative will never know what happened.
 the Board’s statistical tabulations.
 i would also like to comment on noVa’s concern about the 
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methodology used by the Board to generate its statistics for its an-
nual reports.  in order for Congress to understand the operations of 
the Board and the appeals management Center, an accurate repre-
sentation of what happens at the Board is necessary.  
 every year the Board of Veterans appeals in its annual report 
provides the following information: (1) the total number of decisions 
made; (2) the number of allowed claims; (3) the number of remanded 
claims and (4) the number of denied claims. the following data is 
from the Board annual report:

 fiscal year    number of Board decisions     allowed    remanded denied
     2004  38,371   17.1% 56.8% 24.2%
     2003  31,397   22.1% 42.6% 32.6%

 the data in the Board’s annual report is misleading in the 
following way.   many claimants’ claims have multiple issues.  By way 
of example, a single claimant could have claims for ptsd, hearing 
loss, tinnitus and agent orange-related illnesses. if the Board grants 
the claimant a 10% rating for hearing loss and denies the claims for 
ptsd, tinnitus and agent orange, the Board considers that an “al-
lowed” claim for the purposes of its annual report.  the Board simply 
fails to report in its annual report that it has denied the remaining 
three issues, each of which is an appealable claim to Court.  thus, the 
Board fails to report the total number of actual claims denied.
 Quality of decision making at the Board
 in order to truly assess the quality of Board decision making, 
one needs to examine what is happening to the cases appealed from 
the Board to the Court. the CaVC in its annual report provides data 
regarding the total number of cases filed and the dispositions of those 
cases. 

 fiscal year merits decisions percentage remanded

     2000   1619  63%
     2001   2853  96%
     2002   972  72%
     2003   2152  91%
     2004   1337  83%

The data is from the following website address: http://www.vetapp.
gov/AboutCourt/Annual%20Reports.pdf .
 this evidence is indicative of a lack of quality decision mak-
ing at the Board.  A claimant who is denied benefits has a much bet-
ter than even chance of getting a remand from the Court due to errors 
committed by the Board.
 the need for legal representation Before the Board
 A final thought regarding the operation of the Board specifi-
cally and the adjudication of claims generally.  presently, claimants 
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do not have the choice to hire and compensate an attorney until after 
the Board issues the first final decision on the case.  38 U.S.C. §§ 5904 
and 5905.  As my testimony demonstrates, obtaining a “first final 
decision” from the Board is a lengthy and unnecessarily protracted 
process.  Consequently, under the current statutory scheme, a claim-
ant’s first opportunity to compensated counsel occurs only after the 
first final decision of the Board.  As a result, a claimant’s right to the 
compensated assistance of counsel occurs after the evidentiary record 
is closed. 
 the right of a claimant to hire counsel is further limited by 
the requirement that the claimants retain the attorney within one 
year of the final Board decision. 38 U.S.C. § 5904(c)(1).  As a practi-
cal matter, however, if the attorney is not hired within 120 days of 
the final Board decision, the right to appeal the Board decision to the 
CaVC is extinguished. in order to preserve the  claimant’s right to 
judicial review, the claimant must appeal the Board decision within 
120 days of the Board decision. 38 u.s.C § 7266(a).  further, if a 
claimant does not hire counsel within one year, then any further ef-
forts involving the same claim or claims prohibit the compensation of 
an attorney until after another final decision of the Board of Veter-
ans’ appeals.  as noted above, the Board routinely commits errors in 
its decisions and if the claimant does not appeal that case to Court, 
the matter ends.  
 on behalf of noVa, i would like to thank the subcommittee 
for the opportunity to present this testimony.  oversight of the Va ad-
judication process is critical and necessary to ensure that the intent 
of Congress to compensate veterans and their families for all benefits 
which can be supported in law is not thwarted.  noVa believes that 
the most effective means of ensuring that the VA provides all benefits 
which can be supported in law, is to permit all claimants the right to 
hire an attorney at the initial claims process.  the current system 
merely reinforces the adjudicatory errors of the Va and compounds 
needless delay of these claims.  noVa submits that an amendment 
to 38 u.s.C. §§ 5904 and 5905 to permit legal representation at the 
initial claim level is necessary.   
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mr. Chairman and members of the subcommittee:

i am pleased to appear before you on behalf of the disabled american 
Veterans (daV) and its auxiliary to present our organization’s views 
on the functioning and performance of the appellate operations of the 
united states department of Veterans affairs (Va), as carried out by 
its Board of Veterans’ appeals (BVa or Board) and appeals manage-
ment Center (amC).  made up of service-connected disabled veterans, 
the daV is an organization whose members, and family members in 
the auxiliary, have a special interest in the subject of today’s over-
sight hearing.  incidental to our close interaction with Va, we also 
conduct ongoing monitoring of its performance and thereby endeavor 
to be a partner in your oversight role.

Benefits for disabled veterans and their dependents and survivors 
are at the core of the programs Va administers.  the effective admin-
istration of programs, including appellate review of claims decisions, 
is essential to the fulfillment of VA’s momentous mission to care for 
our nation’s veterans.  approximately 95 percent of BVa’s workload 
involves disability compensation and pension claims.  your oversight 
to ensure Va is faithfully executing and properly implementing the 
law and effectively managing the programs Congress created for vet-
erans is necessary to guarantee veterans receive the benefits to which 
they are entitled by law and to impose the accountability for results 
and efficiency that our citizens rightfully demand.  Your vigilant 
oversight of performance, your watchfulness of execution of the laws, 
creates an incentive for better performance by Va.  

 our laws, like the human relationships they regulate, are of-
ten complex and ever evolving.  the laws that govern veterans’ rights 
and benefits are no different.  These laws can be quite complicated, 
especially where they deal with cause-and-effect relationships be-
tween service in the armed forces and diseases and injuries, and 
the quantification of disability from those diseases and injuries for 
compensation purposes.  Thus, in veterans’ benefits, as it is gener-
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ally, law is not an exact science.  Because of the variables of human 
interactions and the consequent nuances inherent in the factual 
bases on which legal rights rest, adjudications require the interven-
tion of human judgment.  such judgment is, of course, not infallible.  
under our legal system, we therefore view the right to appeal as an 
important element of fairness and necessary to safeguard against in-
justices that result from human error.  Because appellate review is 
so essential to ensuring justice in an unavoidably imperfect adjudica-
tion system, the proper functioning of appellate processes is of major 
importance, especially where the rights and benefits of our veterans 
are involved.

 as a statutory board, BVa was created in recognition of the 
importance of an effective appellate body within the Va administra-
tive process and after experiments with other variations of appellate 
review had proven unsatisfactory.  By consolidating and centralizing 
the appellate board in washington, d.C., under the authority of the 
agency head, then the administrator of Va, the problems of decen-
tralization, lack of uniformity, and the lack of finality were addressed 
through a clearer sense of direction.  By executive order issued July 
28, 1933, president franklin d. roosevelt established BVa, and that 
executive order was promulgated as Veterans regulation no. 2(a), 
which later became law through operation of statutory provision.  
By Veterans regulation no 2(a), the president mandated that BVa 
would sit at VA’s Central Office, be directly under the Administra-
tor, provide one review on appeal to the administrator, afford “every 
opportunity” for a “full and free consideration and determination,” 
provide “every possible assistance” to appellants, have final author-
ity, and take final action that would be “fair to the veteran as well as 
the Government.”  since its inception, BVa has operated separate 
and independent from the other elements of Va.  while there have 
been some changes in its configuration since 1933, BVA has retained 
its basic concept and mission.

 As it exists today, BVA’s mission is still to make the final 
decision on behalf of the VA Secretary in claims for benefits.  Sec-
tion 7104 of title 38, united states Code, provides:  “all questions in 
a matter which . . . is subject to a decision by the secretary shall be 
subject to one review on appeal to the secretary.  final decisions on 
such appeals shall be made by the Board.”  the Board operates under 
various statutory provisions codified at chapter 71 of title 38, United 
states Code, as well as regulations in part 19 and rules of practice in 
part 20 of title 38, Code of federal regulations.  

 Although BVA generally makes the final decision in an ap-
peal, the appellate process begins with the VA field office that made 
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the decision appealed, referred to as the agency of original jurisdic-
tion, and, in some instances, action by the agency of original jurisdic-
tion in an appealed case alleviates the need for a final decision by 
BVa.  an appeal may be favorably resolved by the agency of original 
jurisdiction before the case is transferred to BVa or after the case has 
been sent back, “remanded,” to the agency of original jurisdiction to 
cure some procedural omission or record defect.  up to 50 percent of 
the appealed cases are resolved by the agencies of original jurisdic-
tion and never reach the Board.  however, about 75 percent of the 
remanded cases are returned to the Board for a final decision.

A veteran or other claimant initiates an appeal by filing a “notice of 
disagreement” with the agency of original jurisdiction.  the agency 
of original jurisdiction may then take such additional development 
or review action as it deems proper.  if such action does not resolve 
the disagreement, the agency of original jurisdiction issues to the 
appellant a “statement of the case” that contains a summary of the 
pertinent evidence, a citation of the pertinent legal authorities along 
with an explanation of their effect, and an explanation of the reasons 
for the decision on each issue.  to complete, or “perfect,” the appeal, 
the appellant must then file with the agency of original jurisdiction 
a “substantive appeal,” a written statement specifying the benefit or 
benefits sought and the bases of the appellant’s belief that he or she 
is legally entitled to the benefit or benefits.  Upon receipt of the sub-
stantive appeal, Va enters the case on the BVa docket.  the BVa 
docket is a list of cases perfected for appellate review compiled by 
the chronological order in which the substantive appeal was received.  
the Board receives these cases for review by their order on the dock-
et, although a case may be advanced on the docket for demonstrated 
hardship or other good cause.  the Board must afford each appellant 
an opportunity for a hearing before deciding his or her appeal.  the 
hearing may be held before the BVA at its principal office or at a VA 
facility located within the area served by appellant’s Va regional of-
fice.  The Board may enter a decision that orders the granting of ap-
propriate relief, denying relief, or remanding the appeal for further 
action by the agency of original jurisdiction.  

 the Board may reconsider its decision upon an order by its 
chairman on the chairman’s initiative or upon a motion by the claim-
ant, and the Board may correct an obvious error in the record without 
regard to an order for reconsideration.  the Board is also empowered 
to revise its decision on grounds of clear and unmistakable error.  the 
Board may undertake review on grounds of clear and unmistakable 
error on the Board’s own initiative or at the request of the claimant.  

 Claimants for veterans’ benefits who believe BVA made fac-
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tual or legal errors in deciding their claims may appeal to the united 
states Court of appeals for Veterans Claims (CaVC or Court).  the 
Court may affirm or reverse the BVA decision, or remand for further 
action.  the landmark legislation enacted in 1988 that subjected BVa 
decisions to the scrutiny of an independent court has necessitated 
positive reforms in BVa decision-making.  Because the Board’s deci-
sions must be justified with an explanation of the factual findings 
and legal conclusions and because Va must defend its decisions in 
court, denials that go against the weight of the evidence or law have 
declined.  the Board allows and remands substantially higher per-
centages of appeals than it did before judicial review.

 during 2004, 2,234 claimants appealed to CaVC.  the Court 
decided 1,780 cases, with an average processing time from filing of 
the appeal to disposition of 392 days.  of that total, 1,087 cases, or 
61 percent, were either reversed/vacated and remanded or remanded 
because of some substantive error or procedural defect.  This reflects 
a high error rate among those BVa decisions appealed to the Court.  

 the daV’s judicial appeals representatives complain that 
the Board, with increasing frequency, is deviating from the Court’s 
orders reversing and/or remanding cases with specific instructions.  
the Board’s failure to adhere to the Court’s orders is blatantly unlaw-
ful.  The Board’s defiance of the Court’s mandates breaks down the 
order and discipline imperative in appellate systems where inferior 
tribunals are legally bound to adhere to the orders of superior tribu-
nals.

 During fiscal year (FY) 2004, 108,931 new notices of disagree-
ment were received by Va, 49,638 appeals were perfected and added 
to BVa’s docket, 39,956 cases were physically transferred from agen-
cies of original jurisdiction to BVa, and the Board decided 38,371 
cases.  the Board began fy 2004 with 27,230 cases pending before 
it and ended the year with 28,815 cases pending.  accordingly, the 
number of new appeals added to the Board’s docket during the year 
exceeded the number of cases it decided by 11,267, and the number 
of new appeals added to the Board’s docket exceeded the number of 
cases transferred to the Board for a decision by 9,682.  the Board 
decided 1,585 fewer cases than it received from field offices.  

At the end of FY 2004, there were more than 161,000 cases in field 
offices in various stages of the appellate process, including the 31,645 
on remand.  Some of these appeals will be resolved at the field office 
level, but about three-quarters of them will come before the Board.  at 
the end of march 2005, there were 51,508 cases on the BVa docket.  
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 during fy 2004, the average time for resolving an appeal, 
from the filing of the notice of disagreement to the date of the deci-
sion was 960 days.  of this total, 734.2 days was the average time an 
appeal was pending in the field office, from the notice of disagreement 
to the transfer of the case to BVa, with an average of 225.6 days from 
the date of receipt of the case at BVa to the date of the decision.  dur-
ing fy 2004, the average number of days an appeal was pending in 
the New York City VA regional office before being transferred to BVA 
was 1,978.7 days, with 1,707.5 of those days representing the time 
after the appeal was perfected and the case was ready for transfer.  
for a new york case, the average total processing time for an appeal 
during fy 2004 was 2,136.7 days, almost 6 years.  nine Va regional 
offices exceeded 1,000 days for the average time an appeal was pend-
ing at the field office.  As of March 31, 2005, the average total days 
for cases pending in the field was 832.8 days and the average time at 
BVa was 202.2 days.  of course, for those cases remanded, the total 
processing time is considerably longer.  in fy 2004, an additional 
155.6 days were added to the total processing time of appeals for the 
time the case spent at BVa the second time following the remand, 
and this does not include the number of days the case was on remand 
at the field office.  During FY 2004, 7,140 cases were returned to 
the Board following remands.  the remands took an average of 22 
months.  as noted, there were 31,645 cases on remand at the end of 
2004.  of the 38,371 cases decided by BVa in fy 2004, approximately 
21 percent had been previously remanded.  with these long process-
ing times, far too many disabled veterans die before their appeals can 
be decided.  three obvious conclusions follow from these numbers:  (1) 
most of the delay in these unreasonably protracted appeals process-
ing times is at the field office level, (2) far too many cases must be re-
manded more than once, and (3) multiple remands add substantially 
to the workload of BVa.

 the Board allowed 17.1 percent of the cases it decided during 
fy 2004. approximately 24 percent of those allowed cases had been 
previously remanded.  the Board remanded 56.8 percent of the cases 
it reviewed during fy 2004.  of those remanded cases, 18 percent 
had been remanded previously, suggesting that the field office did not 
fulfill the Board’s instructions in the remand order.  Together, the al-
lowed and remanded cases represented 73.9 percent of the Board’s to-
tal case dispositions in 2004.  denials amounted to only 24.2 percent 
of the total dispositions.  in addition to noting the high percentage of 
cases remanded multiple times, three conclusions can be drawn from 
these percentages:  within these appealed cases, (1) agencies of origi-
nal jurisdiction have denied many meritorious claims, (2) agencies of 
original jurisdiction have denied many cases without proper record 
development, and (3) only a relatively small percentage of these ap-
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pellants had unwarranted appeals.  

 Because of the large volume of appeals, the BVa is experienc-
ing some shortage of storage space for claims files.  The Board is in 
the beginning stages of a planned move to more suitable office space, 
which will include more storage space.  under the timetable in the 
plan, BVa will relocate in fy 2007.

 since the expiration of the former Board Chairman’s term in 
october 2004, the Board has been without a chairman.  strong lead-
ership and clear direction is needed at this level to ensure the Board 
maintains its independence from other elements of Va.  

 Additionally, the Board has suffered reductions in its staffing 
levels in the past few years.  despite increasing workloads, the pres-
ident’s FY 2006 budget again calls for a further decrease in staffing 
from 440 fulltime employees (fte) to 434 fte.  this would be down 
from 455 fte in fy 2001.  if future backlogs and delays in appellate 
processing are to be avoided, BVa must have the additional resources 
necessary to meet this increasing workload.

 in august 2001, Va proposed to amend the Board’s regula-
tions to enable the Board to perform record development itself and 
make a decision on that evidence rather than remand the case to the 
agency of original jurisdiction for these purposes.  for several rea-
sons related to unfairness and inefficiency, the DAV urged VA not to 
issue a final rule to authorize this practice.  We also noted that such 
a rule would be unlawful because it would deprive claimants of the 
statutory right to have a decision by Va and one administrative ap-
peal from that decision.  the daV proposed an alternative in which 
a special unit of Veterans Benefits Administration (VBA) personnel 
in washington could perform the remand development and make a 
new decision on the additional evidence.  this would be a shortcut 
to avoid the delay of a remand to the regional office.  The goal of 
speeding up the process could be accomplished without any denial of 
due process for the claimant.  Va brushed aside our objections and 
recommendations and issued a final rule for this purpose in January 
2002.  to handle this work, BVa created its evidence development 
unit, which began operations in february 2002.  the daV, joined by 
three other organizations, challenged this rule in the united states 
Court of appeals for the federal Circuit.  in its may 1, 2003, decision, 
the federal Circuit invalidated the rule as unlawful.  as a result, Va 
created a special VBa unit, the amC, to perform remand functions.  

 the amC develops and decides approximately 96 percent of 
the BVa remands.  the issues involved in the other 4 percent are 
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more appropriately handled by the field offices.  Although the aver-
age time a case was in remand status during fy 2004 was 22 months 
because a portion of the cases were old ones remanded to field offices, 
the portion of the remanded cases that were developed and decided 
by the amC were on remand an average of approximately 203 days.  
as of april 23, 2005, the average days a case is on remand before 
the amC had more than doubled, to 412.6 days.  the amC currently 
completes work on an average of 231 cases a week, and 20,970 cases 
were assigned to amC as of april 25, 2005.

 this backlog resulted from the bulk transfer of approximate-
ly 9,000 cases from the Board to the AMC in the first quarter of FY 
2004.  these were cases in which further development was pending at 
the Board.  of course, the amC had both the responsibility to develop 
and adjudicate these cases.  In the beginning when the AMC was first 
organized, it had to cope with new processes and adjudicators, and it 
was understandably not up to full efficiency.  As a consequence, cases 
began to back up.

 Because the volume of work at the amC was higher than ex-
pected, VBa developed a plan in december 2004 to have three Va re-
gional offices do a portion of the remands.  These offices are located in 
huntington, west Virginia; st. petersburg, florida; and Cleveland, 
ohio.  initially, the plan was that cases already developed and ready 
to adjudicate would go to the Huntington and St. Petersburg offices.  
huntington was expected to adjudicate and authorize awards for 300 
cases per month.  st. petersburg was expected to adjudicate and au-
thorize 500 cases per month.  Cleveland was expected to develop, ad-
judicate, and authorize 600 cases per month.  the huntington and st. 
Petersburg offices found that some of the cases they received from the 
AMC were not actually ready to adjudicate.  These offices began to 
undertake development also.  the amC currently sends 1,300 cases a 
month to the AMC teams at the three regional offices.

 our daV representatives at BVa observed that some of the 
earlier cases returned to the Board from the amC were not developed 
in compliance with the remand orders.  however, with amC employ-
ees gaining experience, the quality of development has improved.  
the amC is viewed as an improvement over the prior procedure in 
which all cases were remanded to agencies of original jurisdiction 
because cases are more strictly controlled and not left to languish in 
field offices for years as too often happened before.  Our representa-
tives at the amC also report that amC adjudicators are granting the 
benefits sought in many of these appeals.  

 when the BVa allows an appeal, it returns the case to the 
amC rather than the agency of original jurisdiction to effectuate the 
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award of benefits.  The case often must go to the AMC because the 
appeal also involves a remanded issue.  a major complaint is that 
the AMC delays the award of benefits on the allowed portion of the 
appeal for an average of 90 days.  even where the case involves no 
remanded issue, the case is sent from BVa to the amC for the award 
of benefits, and this results in unnecessary delay.  In such instances, 
the case should be returned to the agency of original jurisdiction for a 
prompt award.  many of these claims have been pending for years.

 Our St. Petersburg DAV office reported that one troublesome 
problem experienced by the amC team there is the receipt of mail 
from the washington amC that had been received while the claims 
file was at the AMC but not entered into the claims folder.  The AMC 
forwards this mail to the amC team in st. petersburg many months 
later, sometimes after the case has already been adjudicated and 
readied for return to BVa.  apparently, this has happened in a no-
ticeable number of cases.

 Currently, VBa has 134 fte devoted to the amC and its 
three outstations.  the amC has 87 fte.  st. petersburg has 25 fte, 
huntington has 8 fte, and Cleveland has 14 fte devoted to their 
amC resource units.  if the BVa remand rate remains at or near 
50% of its dispositions, it is projected that VBa will need to increase 
its staffing for this activity to 145-150 FTE in FY 2006. 

 focus on the BVa and the amC alone does not present a com-
plete picture of the effectiveness of Va’s appellate processes.  the 
timeliness and propriety of actions on appeals by agencies of original 
jurisdiction in preparing the case for BVa review and in completing 
remand actions after BVa review account for much of the overall ap-
pellate processing time and necessity to rework the case.  the avail-
able data show the error rates in appealed cases are high and that the 
process takes an inexcusably long time, thereby delaying disability 
and other benefits for many veterans with meritorious claims and 
immediate needs.  the problem of appeals languishing in regional of-
fices for years is not a new one.  The responsible VBA officials need to 
take more decisive action to correct this problem.  Board officials need 
to take the necessary steps to reduce error rates in BVa decisions 
and to ensure binding court mandates are carried out.  with recent 
increases in the appellate caseloads and no corresponding increase in 
staffing, timeliness at BVA and the AMC is likely to suffer even more.  
Congress needs to address BVA staffing more seriously.

 we appreciate the subcommittee’s interest in these issues, 
and we appreciate the opportunity to provide you with the daV’s 
views.  we hope our views will be helpful to the subcommittee.
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